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FOREWORD
My work currently focuses on the protection of the ocean, that cold, dark
body of water that occupies 70% of the planet and plays a critical role in the
systems that support life. We cannot live without it functioning well, but if we
can’t get people to connect and care, if we can’t ‘make the issues human’, then
its management and protection will not improve. Communicating in more
effective ways is key.
Why then would we not want to work with those people who are brilliant at
making the issues human, at communicating value in ways that connect with
people and influence behaviour across the globe? The environmental sector
has naturally been wary of advertising – seen as the engine of consumerism
– and we should not be naïve in seeking to collaborate. But, as ‘Pioneering
Communications’ clearly shows, it’s an industry full of creative, inspirational
people, some of whom really want to make a difference, and we’re seeing
exciting new partnerships between agencies, brands and NGOs
At the Calouste Gulbenkian Foundation we believe in the power of
collaboration and connecting people across boundaries, be they national,
sectoral or disciplinary, to bring about long-term improvements in the cultural,
social and environmental prosperity of us all. ‘Pioneering Communications’
illuminates different pathways to collaboration and opens up new possibilities
for influencing positive change both for NGOs and the advertising industry.

Louisa Hooper,
Calouste Gulbenkian Foundation (UK Branch)
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EXECUTIVE
SUMMARY
We stand facing profound and urgent environmental
challenges. If we are going to tackle them at the speed
required, we need to scale up our work shifting public
awareness, values, norms and behaviours.

Given the size, complexity and
importance of the communications
challenge when it comes to the
environment, it makes sense to engage
the advertising industry with its creative
firepower and ability to impact what
people think, feel and do. We want this
report to enable those working for a
sustainable future to engage with the
advertising industry in new ways to
create pioneering communications.
In Section 1, we describe the terrain of
advertising, looking at the structure of
the industry, the creative agency process
and the key priorities for agencies. This
is to help environmental organisations
better understand where the areas of
mutual benefit can be. Many people
working in agencies would like to be
able to do more cause-related work. You
can help them as much as they can help
you, by tapping into the existing industry
incentives like (i) attracting and retaining
talent (ii) winning awards (iii) providing
value to commercial clients both
through partnerships and innovation.
In Section 2, we map key ways we see
the industry innovating in its work with
causes, breaking these down into eight

models which variously work on the
level of the industry, networks, agencies
and individuals. We illustrate the models
with examples from across the globe
covering a range of issues from climate
change to obesity to feminism to
education. The aim here is to spark
inspiration for future partnerships.
Finally, in Section 3 we pull out insights
from all the models and case studies
to help you navigate new partnerships
with the advertising industry. This
section offers more information on how
to leverage industry incentives; gives
tips on how to reach them passionate
industry insiders; explores how to
balance the tension between creative
freedom and strategic control when
working with agencies; and highlights
how to hone your clarity of intent.
This report is an exploration of the
landscape of cause-related innovation in
advertising. We hope that it will inspire
you to think of new destinations, new
travelling partners and new modes of
transport on your journey to create
communications that help secure a
sustainable future for us all.
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INTRODUCTION
Today, we face serious sustainability challenges from
climate change, to food security, to habitat degradation,
to loss of biodiversity, to pollution. The decisions we
take over the next decade are crucial to determining
the kind of future humanity will have on the planet.
The sustainability sector is rising to the
challenge, building global movements,
launching impactful campaigns and
creating solutions. Yet if we’re going to be
able to tackle the growing environmental
threat we face, those working for a
sustainable future will need to keep scaling
up their impact.
Communications plays a particularly
important part of this. In recent research
about the UK environmental sector, 1 the
chief executives surveyed chose advocacy
as the area that most needed additional
investment and called for increased
resources to be devoted to behaviour
change and shifting values and social
norms. They also highlighted the need
to communicate a more positive vision
of the future, one that can capture the
imagination of voters and consumers.
In order to achieve these goals, it makes
sense for the environmental movement
to increase its engagement with the
advertising industry, with its ability to
produce powerful interventions that can
change values, norms and behaviours. We
have written this report with the hope that
it will help those working for a sustainable
future work most effectively with the
advertising industry.
In Section 1, we take a deep-dive into
the advertising industry, highlighting its

structure, the agency process and the
priorities for agencies. We hope this will
help you better understand the terrain.
In Section 2, we map eight key ways
we’re seeing the industry innovate
when it comes to causes. We hope this
will spark inspiration for new kinds of
partnerships. We wanted the models to
be accompanied by stories of change, so
we spoke with people who worked on a
variety of campaigns, one for each model.

to be the main way that cause-related
organisations will work with advertising
agencies. The aim of this report is to
look at new ways that environmental
organisations and advertising agencies can
work together, rather than to to help you
be more effective in your pro bono work.
For this, we recommend Charity Comms’
comprehensive report, Working with
Agencies: How to be a Smart Client.
Some environmental organisations might
be reluctant to consider working with
agencies and/or brands on moral grounds.
We feel it is important to bring your ethics
to the table and try to find partners whose
values resonate with yours. It won’t be
for everyone, but there is far too much at
stake for us not to try to reach out and find
new ways to work together to help tackle
the huge global challenges we face.
Given our collective experience working
at the intersection of agencies and causes,
we are well aware that there can be

complex moral decisions to be made when
working with brands. Issues like corporate
moral offsetting and ‘greenwashing’ are
vital for causes to consider before stepping
into any partnership. As authors, we share
the examples in this report in the spirit of
learning, not with any moral judgement
or endorsement. Some of the campaigns
we feature have been deemed sucessful,
others less so, but each offers valuable
lessons.
This report is a very personal one for
us at The Comms Lab, with some of us
coming from the environmental sector
and others from advertising. We set up the
Lab because we profoundly believe in the
vital role of advertising in building a more
sustainable future. We want to help these
two sectors work together in new ways
to produce pioneering communications
that create real change on the urgent
environmental issues we face.

In Section 3, we pull out the key
ingredients for successful industry
partnerships to help you navigate your
way, whatever your communications
context.
There is a wide diversity of organisations
working for a sustainable future, from small
campaigning organisations, to large NGOs,
to social enterprises, to government
departments, to corporations. Some of
you will have extensive experiences of
working with agencies, others will not have
worked with one before. We hope that all
of you will find something valuable here to
take into your next partnership.
Traditionally, the main ways that causes
and agencies have interacted with each
other is by working together in a probono/reduced fee capacity. This has
yielded great campaigns and is still likely

1. Passionate Collaboration: Taking the Pulse of the UK Environmental Sector. Jon Cracknell, Florence Miller, and Harriet Williams. 2013.
The Environmental Funders Network http://www.greenfunders.org/wp-content/uploads/Passionate-Collaboration-Full-Report.pdf

2. Working with Agencies: How to be a Smart Client. Kay Paris. 2016. Charity Comms.
http://www.charitycomms.org.uk/articles/working-with-agencies-how-to-be-a-smart-client
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1.THE LANDSCAPE
OF ADVERTISING

To work more effectively with agencies,
it’s helpful to understand the landscape of advertising.

1.HOLDING
COMPANIES
Advertising is
dominated by large
international holding
companies, which
own many hundreds
of agencies.

4.MICRO-NETWORKS
Similar to the global networks, but much
smaller (usually under 10 offices), like Fallon,
Wieden & Kennedy and Bartle Bogle Hegarty.

2.AGENCIES
There are many
different types of
agencies. Some will
specialise in one area,
whereas others will
combine services.
Advertising Agencies (sometimes called
creative agencies) partner with clients to develop
a creative strategy and campaign concept, and
then to devise and produce creative content
across different media: digital, television, print,
radio and outdoor.
Media Agencies deliver the media strategy
and place the adverts produced by creative
agencies in the media. This usually involves (i)
deciding where an advert should be placed to
achieve the most impact with the target audience
and (ii) negotiating with media owners about
cost and availability. Many media agencies will
also cover branded entertainment, sponsorship,
search & social media and business strategy.

5.VERTICAL AGENCIES

Marketing Services includes a wide
range of agencies which create communications
outside broadcast media, including PR,
direct marketing, sales promotion, digital and
sponsorship agencies.
In the past, a large client would employ an
advertising agency to come up with the core
advertising concept and deliver the creative
campaign, before hiring the appropriate
marketing services agency to adapt the concept
for different formats and media. However this is
now changing, as the lines between these kinds
of agencies are becoming blurred, with many
of the marketing services agencies now offering
creative concepts and a number of the big
creative agencies taking the market services
in house.

3.GLOBAL
NETWORKS
Within a holding company there
will be worldwide networks of the
same agency, like Ogilvy & Mather,
McCann Erickson and Saatchi &
Saatchi, which will have many
local offices in different countries.

These draw in staff and resources from different
kinds of agencies in the same holding company
to service large multinational clients, such as
Vodafone, Ford & Apple.

6.INDEPENDENT AGENCIES
Although the sector is dominated by large
networks, there are still thriving independent
agencies and micro networks, which have
full creative, strategic and financial freedom.

Whilst we have clustered different types of agencies to help
clarify how the industry operates, there is no definitive
taxonomy. There will always be an ever-changing range of types
of agencies because of the rapidly evolving nature of the agency
ecosystem, combined with ever-increasing opportunities to
communicate (e.g. social media and digital platforms).
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HOW AN ADVERTISING
AGENCY WORKS
The purpose of advertising is to promote a product, service, behaviour, norm or idea.
Advertising agencies have developed a process to do this that starts the moment you, the
client, comes to them with a brief. If you are a newcomer to the world of agency relationships,
we have created an overview of this process here to help illustrate the interaction between
you as a client, the creative agency and media agency, as it is a truly collaborative journey
which involves all three parties at each stage of the process. This is clearly a generic overview
and individual experiences will vary, but more often than not, the process follows this rhythm.

Creative development process
from client brief to comms in market
Research
& Briefing

C
L
I
E
N
T
S

The client gives a brief to the
agency that includes objectives
for communications, target
audience and insight into
the problem/opportunity the
communications will address.

Creative
Development

The client approves the creative
brief, which is often very different
to the client brief (though based
on it) & engages in various ‘tissue’
meetings to review creative ideas as
they develop.

Concept Approval
& Production

Client works closely with the
agency team to evaluate the
concept against the objectives,
offer feedback and finally
approves the campaign and
media buy.

Execution &
Amplification

Client engages in production
of campaign, approval of final
creative and sign off of final
media executions.

A
G
E
N
C
Y

The Account team works with the
client to understand their brief. The
Account Planning team then analyses
this & conducts research to identify
insights that will form the core of the
creative strategy and resulting brief.

The Account Planner writes the
creative brief & engages the creative
teams in a creative briefing. The
creatives then launch into an iterative
development process, creating and
sharing ideas.

The creative teams present concepts
to the client. After integrating
feedback & testing concepts,
the campaign is signed off! The
production team kicks off making the
idea - whatever that entails.

The producer works closely with
the creative team to execute the
campaign & then releases it to the
media channels for broadcast/print/
to go live. The planner tracks results
& effectiveness in real time.

M
E
D
I
A

The media agency works closely with
the creative agency team to delve into
the target audience definition, using
quantitative measures and identifies
which channels to use to best engage
them.

The media planner inputs the target
audience insight into the creative
brief & acts as a sounding board
throughout creative development,
while they develop a media plan in
parallel.

The media planner briefs the
media buyer to secure the right
channels & opportunities for the
campaign to be seen by the target
audience. They work closely with
the creative agency throughout.

The media buyer places
the campaign in the right
channels. They then track
the results on a rolling basis
to measure impact and
effectiveness.

E
V
A
L
U
A
T
I
O
N
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KEY PRIORITIES FOR
ADVERTISING AGENCIES
Understanding the pressures advertising agencies face can
help you engage them with the right approach.
Like most businesses, advertising agencies
need to maintain their financial health. Key
factors affecting this are (i) attracting and
retaining talent (ii) attracting and retaining
clients (iii) positioning themselves in relation
to their competitors in a fast-changing
industry.
As a potential client who might be unable to
pay market rate commercial fees, it is helpful
to put yourself in the shoes of the agency
to understand where the areas of mutual
benefit can be. Although you might hope
that the importance and urgency of the issue
you want to communicate should be reason
enough for them to get involved, bear in
mind that they will be inundated with probono/low-fee requests and they will only be
able to do a fraction of them. Many people
working in agencies would like to be able to
do more cause-related work, so the more
you can help them use your project to tap
into the existing industry incentives outlined
below, the better.

Talent
There is increasing appetite in the industry
for cause-related work. Growing numbers of
young people coming into advertising want
to be able to bring their values to the office
and do work that is meaningful, as well as
creative.

Attracting and retaining talent has always
been a central feature of the advertising
industry. Today, the talent dynamics
are changing. Young bright people are
eschewing a career in advertising for options
like tech companies, start-ups and social
enterprises. Meanwhile, when it comes to
retention, the high churn that is characteristic
of the sector is creating a destabilising
turbulence, while increasing numbers are
leaving the industry altogether, frustrated by
the culture and nature of their work.

Provided both you and the agency can be
pragmatic, tackling these audacious goals
can inspire and motivate people in the
agency and give them compelling stories to
tell internally and externally, helping them
attract and retain talent.

Awards
Awards are of vital importance in the
industry and are a deep part of its culture of
recognising success. In recent years causerelated work has won a disproportionate
number of prizes in the different award
schemes. There are also a growing number
of new awards specifically for cause-related
work:

As Gary Stolkin from Talent Matters states,
“Your agency reputation (your ‘brand’) needs
to be in good working order to attract the
best talent. An agency’s profile is a critical
thing for Generation Z. If you’re not living by
what you promise, and demonstrating the
sorts of qualities and values that resonate
with them, they’re unlikely to give you a
second look.”

•

Launched in 2014, the Positive Change
Effie rewards marketers who shift people
towards sustainable choices

•

In 2015, the Institute of Practitioners in
Advertising launched a President’s Prize,
which celebrates outstanding work that is
not just commercially successful, but also
has a positive impact on society

People in agencies will relish the opportunity
to tackle big issues in creative ways. As
Philippa Field, an account director at
AMVBBDO, told us, “Be realistic in your
immediate goals and completely unrealistic
in terms of your ambition.”

•

In 2015, the Cannes Lions Festival
created a new award category Glass: The
Lion for Change to reward outstanding
efforts challenging gender biases

Many of the examples of innovation we
feature here are when clients have gone to
agencies with epic problems like “redefine
feminism”, “reduce loneliness”, “get 160
world leaders to care about climate change.”

•

In 2016, D&AD & Advertising Week
launched D&AD Impact, a new
global award to celebrate real-world
achievements generated through
creativity across twelve distinct categories
including Environmental Sustainability,
Responsible Production & Consumption

and Community. These are open to any
agency, studio, media owner, publisher,
social enterprise, start-up or brand
•

In 2016, industry publication The Drum
launched its Marketing Can Change the
World Awards, to reward those who are
channelling creativity to strive towards
positive change

If you can be passionate about producing
award-winning work together, this will help
motivate agencies. It might help to look at
previous awards and reference work that has
inspired you.
For agencies to do award-winning work,
they will often need to be given substantial
creative freedom, requiring you, the client,
to be open-minded and prepared to try
something new. At the same time you will
need to ensure that the work will meet your
strategic objectives and is not simply award
candy. This can be a fine line to balance.
The Charity Comms report, Working with
Agencies outlines how to manage this
relationship for mutual success.

Clients
Agencies are keen to provide as much value
to their commercial clients as possible.
Client/agency relationships are becoming
shorter and shorter, with clients becoming
ever more promiscuous. The average
tenure has dropped from seven years
and two months in 1984 to just two years
and six months today. Combine this with
agencies’ general downwards trajectory on
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the strategic ladder from C-Suite partner, to
executing creative work on a brand whose
definition is controlled and owned by the
client. The client/agency relationship in many
cases has shifted from that of a partnership
to a position of buyer/vendor.
Agencies will also be keen to do work that
helps with their strategic positioning. As a
potential cause-related client this is relevant.
Agencies will be interested in partnerships
that will add value to their brands. We
feature two examples here, where agency
Adam&EveDDB brought together John
Lewis with charity Age Concern, and another
where Livity brought together Persil with The
Wild Network. These partnerships add to the
brand value of the commercial client and
also deliver work for the cause-partners. A
win win.

Cause-related work can provide great
opportunities for them to prove their
competencies here. As one interviewee
told us, “We like to build things, tangible
end products.” Ogilvy’s work with Nestle’s
United for Healthier Kids campaign, tackling
obesity in Mexico, is an example of this. If
your objective allows for it, be prepared to
think beyond communications and give the
agency the opportunity to try something
new.
In addition to all of the above, be creative
and thoughtful about how you can provide
mutual benefit to an advertising agency
you’re interested in working with. Bring as
much as you can to the party, whether that’s
media partners, high profile champions or
access to an amazing untold story. Finally,
be realistic with your timescales. Keep in
mind the old industry adage: “Good, fast and
cheap: you can’t do all three.”

Agencies will be interested in opportunities
to innovate, showcasing to commercial
clients new ways that they can provide value.
Agencies are increasingly keen in going
beyond communications, into both service
and product design.
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2.MAPPING
CAUSE-RELATED
INNOVATION IN
ADVERTISING
This section maps different ways we see the advertising industry engaging
with causes, to give you ideas for new kinds of partnerships. For each
model, we interviewed people behind a relevant campaign to uncover richer
stories about these different opportunities.
The models we feature target advertising on different levels: industry,
network, agency and individual.

1.INDUSTRY
The Industry Model. Example: Hopenhagen (Ogilvy Earth/ IAA/ UN)
Hopehagen was an attempt to raise public awareness of the COP15
talks in Copenhagen by a group of agencies commissioned by the UN.
This was initially set up as a cross-industry collaboration, but when most
of the partners pulled out, the campaign ended up being realised by
Ogilvy, the agency whose concept had won the initial competition.

2.HOLDING COMPANIES
The Holding Company Model. Example: Why/ Why not (WPP/ Climate Reality
Project)
The Climate Reality Project engaged WPP to use their network to help create
a campaign that would inspire the world leaders at the UN Summit on Climate
Change in New York in September 2014 to make more commitments to
addressing climate change. WPP engaged five agencies to submit work on
this brief. The chosen project was the Why? Why Not? campaign with a global
competition for young people to submit videos of themselves auditioning to
‘be the voice of their generation’ at the UN Climate Change Summit.

3.AGENCY

CASE
STUDIES

The Brand Partnership Model. Example: Man on the
Moon (Adam&EveDDB/ Age UK/ John Lewis)
Creative agency Adam&EveDDB & media agency
Manning Gottlieb OMD brought together Age UK &
John Lewis for a Christmas partnership. Age UK had
needed to raise awareness of its campaign about
loneliness among older people and John Lewis
wanted its Christmas 2015 campaign to encourage
people to do good in some way. The resulting Man
on the Moon campaign dramatically increased Age
UK’s campaign impact.
The Cause Network/ Brand Model. Example: Wild
Explorers (Livity/ The Wild Network/ Persil)
Persil’s longstanding global ‘Dirt is Good’ campaign
was in the process of being reframed around the
need for children to spend more time playing
outside. Persil were looking for ways to translate
this ambition into practical action and asked
creative agency Livity to find a credible NGO
partner. Livity brokered a partnership with The Wild
Network, which consists of 2000 partners who
are all committed to encouraging outdoor play
and adventure. The result was the creation of the
Wild Explorers app, which offers parents, kids and
educators ideas to inspire kids in outdoor play.

4.INDIVIDUALS
The Creative Opportunity Model.
Example: No Right Brain Left Behind.

A creative director wanted to use
his skills for good, so he created
a competition to challenge the
creative industries to combat the
loss of creativity in US schools.
The resulting No Right Brain Left
Behind project resulted in 150
teams devising 300 concepts.
The biggest agencies in the US
participated alongside individuals.

The Beyond Communications Model. Example: United
for Healthier Kids- Mexico. (Ogilvy Paris/ Nestlé)
As part of a global project by Nestlé to reduce
childhood obesity & malnutrition, Ogilvy Paris
worked on a project in Mexico that went beyond
communications and resulted in a reality television
show and a range of products designed to help
reduce childhood obesity.
The Media Platform Model. Example:
Make them Pay (Mother/ Elle)
Elle magazine approached three leading agencies
to tackle the brief of ‘rebranding feminism’ for the
Elle readership. They were each given a one page
print ad and a feminist organisation to ‘partner’ with.
The advert from agency Mother turned a damning
fact about equal pay into a rallying provocation
that spun off into the impactful Make Them Pay
campaign.

The Individual Model. Example:
Climate Name Change. (Barton F.
Graf/ 350 Action)

Two creative directors working
at Barton F. Graf in New York
were concerned about climate
change and independently came
up with the idea of petitioning
the World Meteorological
Organization (WMO) to change
their naming system of storms
to the names of climate change
denying politicians. They sought
out 350 Action and partnered on
what became an award-winning
campaign.
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NAVIGATING
THE MODELS
In addition to giving you a different perspective on the landscape, we also hope that
exploring these examples will help you work with agencies in different ways in the future.
We’ve outlined some of the key factors that might help you determine which model
might be right for your communication challenge. We’ll refer to these factors throughout
this section.

Organisation

Campaign

Capacity

How big is your
organisation? Are you
global, national
or local?

Is your campaign global,
national or local? Is the
issue you’re working
on provocative or
uncontroversial? Are you
trying to raise awareness,
or elicit action, or change
behaviour, or shift
social norms?

Do you have experience and
ability to manage agencies
and media?

Assets

Creative Control

What are your assets?
Do you have high profile
figureheads, champions,
existing media & agency
contacts? What’s
your budget?

How much control do you
need over the nature of the
creative output?

We’re not going to
be too prescriptive
about drawing a
line between these
factors and which
models to use,
because reality
is messier than
that. Instead, we’ll
highlight which
of the key factors
are particularly
relevant to the
different models.

INDUSTRY
THE INDUSTRY MODEL
There are a handful of projects that try to co-ordinate
action across agencies from different holding companies.
The scale of this kind of project requires the cause-partner
to be a large international organisation focused on a global
challenge; both of the examples we look at are from the
United Nations.
These projects seem to work best when they both encourage collaboration and also
go with the competitive grain of the industry as with the recent UN project, Common
Ground. In June 2016, at the annual global advertising awards, the Cannes Lions, the
six biggest holding companies stood on stage together for the first time in history to
announce their joint commitment to producing communications that make a positive
impact on the Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs). In this model, all of the holding
companies are involved in the project, but are generally not required to work together,
as each has committed to working on one of the SDGs. They will present the results on
stage at Cannes 2017, which will provide additional motivation to do great work. This is
in contrast to the Hopenhagen project we detail below, where agencies from different
networks were required to collaborate with limited success.

GOOD IF YOU…

ADVANTAGES

Are a large
international
organisation

Combination of mass
global awareness
and locally relevant
campaigns

Are campaigning
on a global issue

Opens up access to
considerable creative,
strategic and media
firepower

Have a
high profile
champion who
can convene
senior network
executives

Possibility of leveraging
client relationships
and creating new
partnerships between
brands and causes

Have the
capacity to
manage the
process centrally

Educates the industry
about the issues,
which can have
secondary impacts

Are open to a
range of creative
expressions

Can generate diverse
creative approaches to
issue

DISADVANTAGES
Health warning! This is
incredibly hard to pull
off (even for the UN)
and unrealistic for most
organisations
Hard to coordinate
different agencies from
different networks

Complex logistics

Collaboration of
competing agencies from
different networks goes
against grain of industry
incentives/ motivation/
culture
The ‘not invented here’
effect. Once one creative
agency’s idea is selected,
it is difficult to engage
other creative agencies in
supporting the activation
of the campaign
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THE INDUSTRY MODEL

CASE STUDY

HOPENHAGEN
OGILVY & UN

Start date: (launch) September 2009
Budget: 100% pro bono agency time and
only had donated or earned media.

•

Create an “open source” campaign that would engage creative agencies, corporations,
civil organisations and individual people around the world in message creation
Change the discourse around climate change from negative to positive, setting the
tone for future campaigns 3

The target audience

Key information
Lead organisations: United Nations
(client) International Advertising Agency
(commissioners), Ogilvy & Mather and
OgilvyEarth (strategy & creative agency),
Zazengo (website), Ketchum (PR), Colle +
McVoy (digital), Group M, Havas

•

strategy at OgilvyEarth, now CEO of Futerra
North America
Links to work: http://www.ogilvy.com/#/TheWork/Galleries/hopenhagen.aspx/ hopenhagen_
journey_beheard_video/
http://www.slideshare.net/ecolabs/
hopenhagen-design-activism-as-anoxymoron?qid=6fdab3a3-20ee-4b77-b9dc7a6a7da7661e&v=&b=&from_search=1

Interview: Freya Williams, then head of

Broad. This was an attempt to raise public awareness of the importance of COP15 and to engage
the public in pledging their support for a positive outcome. This campaign was designed to
target a wide range of people, specifically identifying LOHAS influencers to lead the charge and
spread the word to other less ‘eco committed’ groups to ensure the widest possible engagement.
The campaign worked on different levels, primarily engaging individual citizens and secondarily
4
engaging influencers, negotiators and media surrounding COP15.

Activation
The campaign was launched in stages:

Stage 1: Building a meeting place. Hopenhagen.org was launched as the central digital

Overview
A UN initiative to raise awareness of and influence the COP15 talks in Copenhagen by enlisting
the help of a group of advertising agencies. The process was intended to foster cross-agency
collaboration, but ultimately almost all the partners pulled out and the campaign ended up
being realised by Ogilvy, the agency whose creative concept was selected to lead the effort.

platform inviting people to sign up to become ‘citizens’ of Hopenhagen and to pledge their
support through posting their ‘Messages of Hope’. It offered an interactive map of all local,
national and international Hopenhagen events, a place to congregate to discuss ideas and
organise new activist networks. It linked to a Facebook group that offered another route into the
Hopenhagen community. All of the campaign videos and content were hosted on this platform
as well.

Stage 2: Find Friends. In order to amplify the message, the campaign partnered with CocaCola, SAP and Siemens, who activated their channels and loyal communities to champion the
cause.

Objectives
The UN’s objective: To raise global awareness of the importance of COP15 in Copenhagen,
Denmark.
The campaign objectives defined by the agencies:
•

•
•

Convince a million people to join the movement, ideally converts to the cause: e.g. the
more mainstream who wouldn’t typically raise their hands to support a climate-related
movement
Influence the dialogue at COP15 (measured by media impressions)
Engage the business community by getting at least one major corporation to sign
up as a sponsor

Stage 3: Share the Good Word. They created shareable content - videos, a branded blog
with celebrity guest bloggers like Al Gore, and badges. They had special social media events such
as a competition on HuffingtonPost.com where readers could vote to select a ‘Hopenhagen
Ambassador’ who would take the campaign to COP15 in Copenhagen. The competition was
launched by Arianna Huffington, giving it mass reach and appeal.

Stage 4: Open it out. The open source nature of the campaign took hold once the
campaign had built momentum with businesses, media owners, environmental organisations
and even the City of Copenhagen itself branded lots of their activities around COP15 with the
Hopenhagen campaign imagery.5

3. Creative Effectiveness Lions, 2011. 2009 United Nations Climate Change Conference - Hopenhagen, Ogilvy and Mather.
4. Hopenhagen case study on ‘Where Good Grows,’ http://wheregoodgrows.com/works/view/112
5. Creative Effectiveness Lions, 2011. 2009 United Nations Climate Change Conference - Hopenhagen, Ogilvy and Mather.
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Process
UN Secretary Ban Ki-moon asked for help from the advertising industry at Davos in January 2009.
He stated the intentions of the campaign as: “...to create a strategy to harness all the brilliance,
innovation and creativity the advertising industry is known for... it should be THE climate change
communication initiative. We hope it will be a game changer. It will explain, educate, and ask for
global engagement, leading to success at Copenhagen.”
Hopenhagen was launched by the United Nations and an international coalition of advertising
agencies before the Copenhagen summit. UN representatives unveiled the campaign, in
conjunction with the International Advertising Association, at the Cannes Lions International
Advertising Festival with an “aggressive” consumer launch planned for September 2009.
Ogilvy’s Hopenhagen concept aimed to “create a people’s movement through social media to
drive change” 6 and was chosen as the winning one by the IAA and UN. All the six major agency
networks committed at least one creative or media agency to work on the campaign, which
existed under the central management of the International Advertising Association.
In the campaign’s first weeks the partners succeeded in launching a site at Hopenhagen.org to
educate consumers and capture petition signatures. The web presence also let people express
‘messages of hope’ to be delivered along with the petition and charted on an interactive map. By
mid-autumn however, 8 of 13 agencies had dropped out of the project. Ogilvy was so invested
in the campaign that even when the other agencies fell away, they pushed ahead, leading the
campaign development themselves.7
Seth Farbman, co-founder of OgilvyEarth, took the issue to Advertising Week in New York, and
to a media summit to appeal to the industry to donate media space. Ogilvy sister media agency,
Group M, was also tapped to secure media donations. GroupM, specifically Mindshare, was
successful, securing significant media space for Hopenhagen with CNN, Yahoo, NY Mag, and
IAC, amongst many others. JCDecaux donated major billboard and airport advertising space
around Europe.
The launch of the four stage campaign gathered momentum over the course of 90 days
and engaged over 6 million people in a range of activities from social media events like the
HuffingtonPost.com competition to elect the ‘Hopenhagen Amassador’, to the Danish Football
team rebranding their kit with Hopenhagen logos, to an enormous Facebook community putting
its weight behind a global awareness campaign. The City of Copenhagen itself also embraced the
campaign, using billboard space in its airports and mass transit network to welcome delegates to
“Hopenhagen”.

However, the Hopehagen creative was
successful in creating agency and raising
climate awareness. Six million people 8
participated in the campaign, 74% of whom
were new converts to the cause.
They were driven by donated media. The
campaign was offered good media placement
including lots of out of home advertising
(OOH) – plus three major corporations backed
the campaign, Coca-Cola, SAP and Siemens,
who all drove up petition numbers.

A partnership with the Huffington Post
engaged the public via a competition to find
the ‘People’s Ambassador’ who was ‘elected’
and sent to the talks in Copenhagen.
In a survey the year after the campaign, 70%
of Hopenhagen citizens who responded said
they are taking more action on climate change
since COP15 than they did before. 87% said
they would ‘join a similar movement’ if it
happened again.9

Insights
Creating an ‘open source’ campaign can lead to increased scale
“By conceiving of the Hopenhagen campaign as ‘open source,’ we invited the City of
Copenhagen, key corporate partners, many media partners, social media platforms and
celebrities to make the message their own, which allowed the campaign to travel through many
more channels and engage millions of people more deeply,’” explains Freya Williams, who co-led
the campaign at OgilvyEarth.

Pan-industry projects need to factor in incentives
This project was originally designed as a cross-sector collaboration, yet it ended up being mainly
delivered by one agency, Ogilvy. The collaborative process didn’t factor in the ‘not invented here’
effect. Once one creative agency’s idea is selected, it is often difficult to engage other creative
agencies in supporting the activation of the campaign. In this case, there were few incentives
(beyond the importance of the work…) to keep the full group of agencies engaged throughout,
with 8 of 13 agencies dropping out. Subsequent pan-industry projects since, like Common
Ground, have been more astute in how they mobilise the industry.

Be realistic about delivery
“One cannot successfully commission a campaign that is good, fast and cheap. You can only
ever achieve two out of the three factors at any one time. In our case with Hopenhagen, it was
good and cheap, but it was developed over the course of a year. If you don’t have the luxury of
time, you will not get it fast as well as good and cheap so you should probably pay,” Williams
recommends.

Was it a success?
The derailing of the talks in Copenhagen and
subsequent blame in the media meant that
the campaign was rebranded ‘Flopenhagen’
by some. The campaign was unfortunately
not designed to withstand the failure of the

talks and hadn’t factored in a contingency
plan, leading all of the momentum and
goodwill behind the campaign to falter after
the negative result of the conference.

6. Ogilvy Puts Hope into Copenhagen,’ Patrick Burgoyne, Creative Review, 13th December 2009
7. ‘Hopenhagen’: The Climate Change Ad Campaign That Almost Wasn’t’, Zachary Rogers, ClickZ, 10th December 2009.
https://www.clickz.com/hopenhagen-the-climate-change-ad-campaign-that-almost-wasnt/78724/

8. Six million is an aggregated number of signatures as the result of a number of campaigns from UN /UNEP/WWF and those raised
through social media associated with Hopenhagen.
9. Hopenhagen One Year Later Survey, March 201. Included in Creative Effectiveness Lions entry, 2011. 2009 United Nations Climate
Change Conference - Hopenhagen, Ogilvy and Mather.
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HOLDING
COMPANY
THE HOLDING COMPANY MODEL
GOOD IF YOU…

Going upstream and engaging a holding company at the centre
can open up access to multiple agencies, unleashing creative,
media and strategic firepower on your campaign. This model can
be hard to pull off as it requires relationships at a senior level in a
holding company. It is most suited to organisations working on a
global issue at either a national or international level. Influential
champions will also come in handy here, both in terms of brokering
the initial relationships and helping to share enthusiasm for the
cause across the network.
Until recently this approach was unusual, but in June 2016 each of the six networks
committed to focusing on a different sustainable development goal (SDG) for a
year, in the UN Common Ground project. This means that multiple agencies across
disciplines (advertising, research, digital, PR) in the same network will be producing
cause-related work around the same SDG. WPP has taken on gender diversity, Havas
has taken climate change, IPG safe water, Publicis has committed to food, Dentsu to
health and Omnicom to education. Each network will present their progress on stage
in Cannes 2017.
The Common Ground project could establish a precedent and pave the way for
more initiatives using this network model. It also opens up the possibilities for new
kinds of intra-network collaboration. Given that many holding companies are already
using vertical integration to service large multinational clients, drawing in staff and
resources from different kinds of agencies in the same holding company, it will be
interesting to see if they can use similar models to tackle large multinational issues.

Are working on a
global issue
Want a global
campaign
that’s built on
perspectives
from all over the
world

Have a high
profile champion
who can broker
relationships
with network
executives
Have access to a
network leader

Have capacity to
manage a large
project

Are open to a
range of creative
expressions

ADVANTAGES

DISADVANTAGES

Access to breadth of
skills across network
agencies

Need a senior network
champion to drive the
work and ensure success

Ability to leverage
network relationships
with media partners

Hard to set up/pull
off. Need high level
connections

Agencies in the same
network will likely have
more experience of
working together

Highly complex logistics

The responsibility for
managing multiple
agencies lies with
network contact
Gives the possibility
of global reach
with locally relevant
campaigns grounded
in the insight and work
of network agencies in
different countries.
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THE HOLDING COMPANY MODEL

CASE STUDY

WHY? WHY NOT?
WPP & CLIMATE
REALITY PROJECT
Key information
Lead organisation: Climate Reality
Project (client), WPP Communications
(agency)
Start date: August 2014
Interview: Jon Steel, Group Planning
Director, WPP

Objectives
•

For the 160 world leaders at the UN Summit to make more commitments to
reducing carbon emissions and addressing climate change in September 2014.
More specifically, the aim was to engage the eight key nations identified by the UN
as key to the process: China, US, South Africa, UK, India, Australia, Brazil, Canada
and the Philippines

•

To turn knowledge (about climate change) into action

•

To make climate change personal and present tense

•

To change the conversation from negative messaging about melting ice-caps to a
positive solutions-based approach

Links to work: vhttp://www.
askwhywhynot.org
http://www.wpp.com/probono/2014/
showcase/environment/climate-realityproject/

Overview
The Climate Reality Project engaged WPP to use their network to help “create a climate change
campaign that will inspire the world leaders at the UN Summit in New York in September 2014
to make more commitments to reducing carbon emissions and addressing climate change.”

Activation
•

User generated content -- a video competition for 13-21 year olds

•

Creative campaign including print ads, campaign posters

•

PR and media campaign to increase campaign reach

•

Videos to influence the talks, featuring competition winners and celebrities

Process
The project began with a conversation
between then Vice President Al Gore and
his friend and associate, Carter Eskew,
of the Glover Park Group (a DC-based
consultancy that is part of the WPP
family). Al Gore asked whether WPP might
consider committing broader resources
to a campaign on climate change. This
question was posed to Sir Martin Sorrell,
who agreed to help. He then asked Group
Planning Director Jon Steel and Global
Creative Director John O’Keeffe to make
it happen.
In October 2013, a small strategy team
from different organisations in the WPP
family visited Nashville to be personally
briefed by Al Gore. This informal team
then worked together over thousands
of miles and multiple time zones, via

email and weekly conference calls. They
crafted a creative brief for four agencies
in different countries, asking for work that
could run in the agencies’ home markets.
These four agencies then each produced
a possible campaign.
As these campaigns were being
considered, UN Secretary-General Ban
Ki-moon also requested WPP’s help with
communications to run alongside the
UN’s climate change process.
Out of the four campaigns, the one
selected was by GPY&R Sydney,
based on the simple universal truth:
that everywhere in the world the first
questions children ask to learn about the
world around them are ‘Why? Why not?’
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Y&R donated David Sharrod, a global
business lead, to co-ordinate multiple
clients and multiple agencies within the
WPP Network across the globe for the
campaign. The Futures Company then
researched the campaign in key markets;
Blue State Digital created the digital strategy
and platform; GroupM Trading established
partnerships with global media vendors
Microsoft, Google, AOL and Kinetic, all of
whom were generous in donating media;
Maxus drove the media strategy; The Glover
Park Group helped navigate the political
waters; Hogarth Worldwide provided
translation services; affiliate agency VICE
sent production teams all over the world to
execute the campaign; and PPR handled
public relations from Sydney.
A media campaign challenged young
people, aged 13-21, from around the world,

to submit videos asking ‘Why? Why not?’
questions of world leaders to audition to
become the ‘voice’ of their generation at
the UN Summit in September. Eight young
people were selected, from countries
critical to the negotiations: USA, China,
India, South Africa, Brazil, the Philippines,
Australia and Canada, were selected.
VICE Media then made a film, travelling to
the hometowns of the eight young ‘voices’
to profile them and film their questions for
the world leaders.
The Chinese actress Li Bingbing introduced
the Why? Why Not? video immediately
following the three opening speeches at
the UN Summit. The campaign aimed to
appeal to “the parent, not the politician”, to
engage the hearts rather than the minds of
the world leaders.

Network leadership is vital
A directive from agency leadership can be key in getting agencies to commit properly to
pro bono work.
“The industry only will commit properly to pro bono work if there is a directive from
agency leadership. The directive in this case was from the owner of the WPP Group, Sir
Martin Sorrell. This meant that this directive would be taken seriously within the network.
If it was ‘officially sanctioned by the head of the network’ then no one can say no!”

The project needs to managed at a senior level
“There has to be a senior leader instructing the collaboration and watching the results
throughout the process...”
WPP Group Planning Head, Jon Steel, personally managed this work with David Sharrod,
a Y&R global business lead co-ordinating operations.

Tune into the agency psyche
Unique access to something or someone extraordinary will help motivate agencies. The
opportunity to present concepts to Al Gore was a big carrot!
“Working with high profile clients like Al Gore and Ban Ki-moon increased the commitment
and enthusiasm to the project. Agencies need to believe that they will have unprecedented
access to something awe-inspiring to motivate the teams to work through a tough brief.”

Define a clear audience

Was it a success?

A narrow audience helps to create a much more targeted campaign. Jon Steel said:
“Climate change communications need ONE very simple, clear target audience. In our
case, it was the 160 leaders sitting in the UN Climate Change summit in NY.”

The campaign achieved 450 million media impressions, and had a global reach of 95
million in the four weeks following its launch. Thousands of videos were received, sent by
young people from 87 different countries.
While it’s not possible to tell what direct effect ‘Why? Why Not?’ had on the world leaders,
WPP believe that it contributed to the feeling that public opinion was moving in the right
direction. They regard the campaign as an example of how the network can work together
to produce great results.

Insights
Engaging a network opens up access to considerable resource.
WPP marshalled multiple agencies to work on different aspects of this campaign.
Uniquely, there was no one ‘lead’ agency, instead a team from the holding company
co-ordinated 14 agencies covering research, digital strategy & platform, media
partnerships & strategy, government affairs and public relations.
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AGENCY
THE BRAND
PARTNERSHIP MODEL
GOOD IF YOU…

Agencies are uniquely positioned to forge partnerships between
their existing commercial clients and a cause. Everyone’s a
winner in these partnerships when they work well - the cause
gets the benefits of a corporate brand’s budget and exponential
public exposure, the brand gets to deepen its connection
with consumers and amplify its values, and the agency gets to
both deliver increased value to their commercial clients and to
produce work that has a positive social or environmental impact.
Agencies are well placed to make these partnerships. Their overview of their
commercial clients’ brand identity, vision and ambition means they are able to see the
opportunities for a cause to authentically demonstrate a brand’s commitment to a
certain value or issue. Similarly, if an agency is representing a cause, they are uniquely
able to identify a particular corporate brand who might suit the ambitions and values
of the cause itself. This is a delicate matchmaking process, which involves the careful
alignment of shared communications objectives and a marriage of the brand and
cause wrapped up in an emotive creative story.
As Jessica Enoch, Associate Director of Social Purpose at Flamingo, explains,
“The best partnerships – those most likely to be perceived as credible and
differentiating by increasingly savvy consumers – are premised on shared values, and
leverage the corporate’s attributes to deliver something unique. The era of ‘CSR’ is
over – socially purposeful brands are stepping forward to make an active difference
in the world, and charity partnerships with scale and depth certainly have a role to
play in maximising their impact.”

Have an
existing agency
relationship
Have an existing
relationship with
an appropriate
corporate
partner

Have a marketing
team with
capacity to take
on the project

Are open to a
range of creative
expressions

ADVANTAGES

Your cause gets
a corporate
communications
budget behind it
Can exponentially
amplify message
and the profile of the
cause partner
Can offer a better
return on your
investment - for every
pound spent on media
money, a partnership
will offer an increased
impact
Extend touchpoints
with potential donors/
supporters through
360 brand partnerships
- inc TV, radio, cinema,
retail POS, social
media

DISADVANTAGES

This model is not easily
initiated by the cause
itself unless you already
have a relationship with
an agency or a corporate
partner
It can be harder to use
this model for provocative
issues as most corporates
will be cautious about
exposing their brand/
audience to controversy

The cause partner can
feel on the back foot,
encouraged to accept
creative campaign ideas
that don’t feel like a 100%
fit because the brand is
funding the work
Can require lots of
time from a dedicated
marketing person on your
team to develop (meeting
intensive!)

In the case study we feature, the agency brokered the relationship; however the
partnership doesn’t have to be formed this way. If you already have relationships with
corporates then you could explore communications partnerships with them and their
agency. As with any relationship with a brand, you need to be happy with their values
and confident that their commitment is genuine.
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THE BRAND PARTNERSHIP MODEL

CASE STUDY

MAN ON THE MOON

Objectives

JOHN LEWIS,
ADAM & EVE DDB

•

Increasing public donations

•

Recruiting new business partners who could provide further financial support

•

Inspiring volunteers to act as companions for older people

•

Galvanising politicians who could support the cause through legislation and public policy

•

Ultimately developing a strong momentum for the cause in the future 10

Age UK wanted to create heightened awareness of their mission to combat loneliness
amongst older people and convert this awareness into action. The campaign priorities were:

Key information
Lead organisation: Age UK (client),
John Lewis (corporate partner),
Adam&EveDDB (creative agency),
Manning Gottlieb OMD (media agency)
Start date: November 2015

Interview: Martin Beverley, Planning
Partner, Adam&EveDDB

Activation

Links to work: http://www.johnlewis.
com/christmas-advert

•

Age UK featured in the main John Lewis Christmas campaign, ‘Man on the Moon’. In the
advert, a young girl looking through her telescope spots a man alone on the moon. She
goes on to send him a Christmas present of a telescope carried by a bunch of balloons so
he can look back at her and the rest of the world, reconnected

•

Adam&EveDDB also created an ad for Age UK featuring behind the scenes footage of the
advert being made, focussing on the actor who played the Man on the Moon sitting alone
on the set after the crew heads home, with a call to action about the many older people
who are alone this Christmas

•

The campaign was extended with billboards in transport locations across the UK

(eg. Volunteer sign ups) at the rate they had
hoped.

•

A piece of unique content was created through a partnership with Channel 4’s Gogglebox
featuring an elderly couple, June and Leon, reacting to the campaign candidly and talking
about loneliness, paired with a call to action for donation

When they were approached to partner
with John Lewis for a joint Christmas
campaign executed by Adam&EveDDB,
the resulting Man on the Moon advert was
just what Age UK needed to increase the
campaign’s impact.

•

John Lewis amplified the message using all of its channels - digital, in store, social media,
CRM and display media

•

John Lewis ran in store fundraising activities with its partners/employees and with their
customers

•

Bespoke merchandise was created and sold in store with profits going to Age UK

http://www.ageuk.org.uk/about-us/age-uktv-ad/project/

Overview
Age UK launched a campaign in early 2015
called ‘No one should have no one’ to drive
awareness of the issue of loneliness among
old people, using TV, outdoor and digital
channels. While broadly well-received, it did
not raise the same levels of awareness as
their previous campaigns had achieved and,
despite a significant spend, the campaign
was not converting awareness into action

Process
This is a story of serendipity in strategic partnerships. Age UK had an existing relationship
with media agency Manning Gottlieb OMD, who also happened to have John Lewis as a
corporate client.
Creative agency Adam&EveDDB had been tasked with creating epic emotional Christmas
campaigns for John Lewis since 2012, wheeling out one tear-jerking campaign after the
next. From snowmen and snowwomen in love, to the Bear and the Hare, to Monty the

10. No One Should Have No One At Christmas, IPA Paper for IPA Awards 2016
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Penguin, the bar was being raised higher and higher. Adam & EveDDB had begun to add a
charity partnership into their Monty the Penguin campaign in 2014 with a tie-up with WWF,
but had not yet fully developed a campaign alongside a charity partner.
Martin Beverley, the Planning Partner from Adam&EveDDB leading the strategy explained
how they had conceived of the 2015 campaign: “The John Lewis Partnership is built upon a
constitution that is focused on ensuring the happiness of their partners and supporting the
communities in which they work. So, in Christmas 2015 we built upon these foundations
to use the growing influence of the campaign for good, and encourage people to ‘do
good’ as well as ‘feel good’. When we landed upon the idea of reaching out to lonely
people at Christmas time, Manning Gottlieb OMD suggested that their client, Age UK,
would potentially be a perfect fit, we couldn’t have agreed more. It was exactly the kind of
mutually beneficial partnership John Lewis was looking for.”
In parallel, Age UK needed to boost its ‘No one should have no one’ campaign and increase
emotional connection to the issue of elderly loneliness, finding a way to convert this
awareness into action. The John Lewis partnership could not have been better for Age UK,
as the retailer offered so many new ways to engage people in the issues building on the
‘Man on the Moon’ spot. John Lewis created bespoke merchandise that was co-branded
with Age UK offering all profits to the charity, volunteering opportunities for employees,
events at all the key John Lewis stores and mass exposure through the PR around John
Lewis’ Christmas campaign.
Age UK “were extremely positive about the partnership and let our agency follow our
creative instincts, as long as their objectives were met,” explains Beverley. This creative
freedom allowed for the agency to build momentum internally and deliver effectively for
both John Lewis and Age UK.

Was it a success?
•

61% of people claimed to recognise the ‘Behind the Scenes’ TV ad. This was more
than double the recognition level of the previous TV campaign in Q1 2015, which
cost over three times as much, suggesting that the partnership approach created
much greater efficiency in relation to ad recognition

•

80% of people who recalled it said that the advert made them realise that loneliness
is a real problem and 76% said that it made them want to help someone who is
elderly and lonely. 74% felt more positively about Age UK after seeing the advert

•

Generated 708 pieces of positive news coverage (10 times the coverage that their
Q1 2015 campaign had received)

•

After the activity, awareness of the campaign increased greatly amongst MPs. In
fact, it was the most recognised and supported campaign by both Government and
opposition MPs

•

John Lewis helped to make an additional £275,903 for Age UK through sales of
merchandise, in store donations, fundraising events etc.

•

While it is still too early to see direct parliamentary action, 39% of the MPs

who were aware of the campaign planned to ‘take action’ as a result, the equivalent
of 172 MPs. Ten older people were invited with Age UK to Number 10 for a lunch
with David Cameron following the campaign
•

15,000 enquiries from new volunteers came through in the campaign period, which
is more than were achieved in the last two years 11

Insights
Agencies can play powerful brokering roles between commercial clients
and causes
In this example the media and creative agencies together created a winning partnership.
Agencies are well-placed to broker these relationships with their overview of their clients’
brand’s identity, vision and ambition and their varied roster of clients. Agencies working
with purpose-led clients like John Lewis are more likely to be searching for potential charity
partnerships; however, agencies can also add value by showing clients who are less purposedriven the value of these kinds of partnerships.

Find the common issue
The campaign revolved around the issue of loneliness. It was an issue that both spoke to
Age UK’s objectives and also to John Lewis’ values. It also was time-relevant as loneliness is
particularly apparent at Christmas time.

Any media spend you can afford can be amplified exponentially through
a corporate partnership
If you invested your media money alone, it would only reach a certain percentage of the
population. If you have a strong partnership in which the brand uses all of their channels
to communicate and amplify your message beyond your own media investment, you will
achieve much greater reach and given the positive relationships people have with your
partner’s brand, you will likely achieve a deeper emotional connection with your audience as well.

11. Sourced from: ‘No One Should Have No One At Christmas,’ IPA Paper for IPA Awards 2016 via TNS omnibus; 1,816 UK adults 16+
who recalled the TV ad; Age UK media team; nfpSynergy Charity Parliamentary Monitor, Jan 2016
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AGENCY
THE CAUSE NETWORK/
BRAND PARTNERSHIP MODEL

GOOD IF YOU…

ADVANTAGES

As described previously, agencies are uniquely positioned to forge
partnerships between one of their existing clients’ brands and a
cause. How does this model change when the partnership is not
with one charity or NGO but rather with a network
of organisations?

Have an existing
network of
organisations all
rallying around
one cause

Amplify sector’s
message to
levels otherwise
unachieveable
individually

Here we explore a partnership between a brand, Persil, and The Wild Network (with
more than 2000 organisations), which was brokered by an advertising agency, Livity.

Have an
individual or
organisation
to steward the
network

Ability to leverage
brand values and
identity to create
more interest in the
cause

This kind of partnership can offer a lot to all involved. For the brands it opens up
access to new audiences, a deeper connection with existing audiences and a more
authentic way of engaging with the issues that the brand and its users care about.
Heavy-hitting NGOs in the network can engage politicians, the mainstream media
and the general public; national organisations can activate their membership;
grassroots organisations can mobilise passionate local groups; and individual
members can galvanise their personal networks to deepen the cross-sector impact of
a cause-related partnership.
For the organisations in the network it offers the opportunity to punch above their
weight, to safely experiment with different kinds of communications without risking
damage to their individual brands and to take a collective approach to change.
For the agency it offers the opportunity to add to their clients’ brand value, to create
a partnership that can offer impact at scale, and to produce work that has a positive
social or environmental impact.

Have a number
of agency
relationships
within the
network

Don’t need
to have tight
control over the
nature of the
creative output

Could be perceived
as lower risk to a
potential corporate
partner because
the risk is spread
between so many
organisations

Offers corporate
partner flexibility in
how they roll out
the partnership ie. using different
organisations within
the network

DISADVANTAGES

This model requires an
existing network of
cause-related
organisations
The network needs to
act with a single voice,
so each individual
organisation may be
encouraged to accept
creative campaign ideas
that don’t feel like a 100%
fit for them because the
brand is funding the work
of the network - not the
individual orgs
Requires a lot of
consensus-building within
the network to arrive at
joint decisions with the
partner and the agency
Could be perceived as a
higher risk for the potential
partner as the network
is broad, complex and
overwhelming

Agency will likely
act as a connector/
communicator
between cause
and brand, actively
managing both sides
of the partnership
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THE CAUSE NETWORK/ BRAND PARTNERSHIP MODEL

CASE STUDY

WILD EXPLORERS
THE WILD NETWORK
PERSIL UK, LIVITY

Objectives
A Persil ‘Free the Kids’ short film produced by agency MullenLowe kicked off this work
with the provocation that UK kids spend as little time outdoors as prisoners. This was
then brought to life in a powerful advertising campaign, which was followed by the
‘educate’ phase. The final phase of the campaign needed to ‘facilitate’ change. This
is where Livity got involved. They were tasked with creating a campaign that would
activate parents and kids to get outside.
•

Key information
Lead organisation: The Wild Network
(cause network), Persil UK (client), Livity
(creative agency)
Start date: July 2016
Interviews: Mark Sears, Chief Wild
Officer at the Wild Network; James

Honess, Senior Account Director,
Livity, and Tom Ellis, Business Director,
Livity; and Maddie Fisk, Assistant Brand
Manager for Persil UK
Links to work: http://www.dirtisgood.
com/

•

•

Activation

Overview
Having decided to reframe its Dirt is Good
campaign to focus on engaging children to
play outside, Persil were looking for ways
to translate this into practical action and
asked youth marketing agency Livity to find a
credible partner. Livity brokered a partnership
with The Wild Network, which consists of

•

The Persil UK team asked Livity: ‘How can we most effectively bring the ‘Dirt is Good’
proposition to life for UK consumers everyday? How can we get more parents and
children exploring the outdoors every day?’
Improve brand equity for Persil by helping the UK public understand why dirt is
good, and that Persil can help families activate this
Build on the provocation set by the global film, ‘Free the Kids’, by finding tangible
ways that UK parents and children can get outdoors exploring, overcoming the two
most commonly-cited barriers: lack of time and lack of inspiration
Identify a credible NGO partner for Persil to help bring the ‘Dirt is Good’ proposition
to life everyday

2000 partners who are all committed to
encouraging outdoor play. The result was
the creation of the ‘Persil Wild Explorers’ app,
which offers parents, kids and educators
over 100 ways to engage kids in outdoor
games and fun, sourced from the members
within the Wild Network.

•

The Persil Wild Explorers app was launched as part of a £4.5 million campaign run
by Persil UK, which included TV advertising, cinema advertising, video on demand,
OOH, digital display advertising, social media and a competition linked to the app 12

•

Tailored retailer competitions and promotions were developed in partnership
with the Wild Network partners to ensure each retailer had a bespoke offer for
their customers. For example, Sainsbury’s held a competition giving away 200
memberships to the Woodland Trust

•

Social media campaigns featuring competitions were led by Persil, the Wild Network
and some individual partners within the network

•

A giant mud volcano was installed in a central London park to launch the campaign

Process
After 12 years of Persil’s global ‘Dirt is Good’ campaign, which had built the brand’s soap
powder sales around the world by 750%, Unilever decided it needed a fresh strategic
angle to continue to build the brand’s relevance and growth.13

12. http://www.talkingretail.com/products-news/household/persil-unveils-dirt-good-campaign/
13. Warc article - Joseph Clift
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Tapping into the growing trend that sees children spending more and more time in
front of screens and less and less time outdoors, the agency and brand teams saw an
opportunity to join an emerging movement to encourage children to spend more time
outside using technology for good, reframing ‘Dirt is Good’ around the need for children
to play outdoors.
The Persil team at Unilever had worked with their global agency, MullenLowe, on
repositioning the ‘Dirt is Good’ proposition and defined a provocation in the form of a
short film called Free the Kids, which framed the problem as ‘UK kids spend as little time
outdoors as prisoners’ and the solution as ‘dirt is good’ (and thus let’s get kids outdoors).
The advantages were clear - children demonstrate social, developmental and physical
health benefits the more time they spend outdoors.
The provocation was generating lots of interest among parents in the UK, but they needed
help to overcome their perceived barriers to getting outside with their kids. Persil teamed
up with youth marketing agency Livity, whose model embraces working directly with the
audience, to develop the best communications solution to this problem.
After investigating a number of possible partners, Livity decided that The Wild Network
stood out as a unique partner for Persil UK and Ireland with its 2000 partners - ranging
from corporates like Marks & Spencer and Unilever to national NGOs like the Woodland
Trust and the National Trust, to grassroots organisations like Forest Schools and adventure
centres.
Livity worked closely with the Wild Network to create the ‘Persil Wild Explorers’ app which
features an outdoor character called Scuff who invites parents and children to choose
from over a hundred outdoor activities, games and adventures to ignite in them a love of
being out in nature.
As Maddie Fisk, Assistant Brand Manager of Persil, explains, “The Wild Network is an
extremely credible, passionate organisation that offered our brand a breadth of ways to
engage UK and Irish families in getting outdoors, working with its members in a variety
of ways. As a network, they were very enthusiastic and flexible about our collaboration
and had innovative ways of tapping into its members to fill the Persil Wild Explorers app
with over a hundred brilliant activities for families to engage in, as well as activating retail
competitions with individual members like the Woodland Trust. They were able to unlock
these opportunities for families by using their network.”

Was it a success?
The Wild Explorers app and campaign are
still live as we write this report. The initial
data is promising.

•
•

75,000 downloads to date
Competition and Wild Explorers app
promoted on 3.5 million packs of
Persil

Insights
The power of collective organisation
A well-run network of organisations who rally around a cause can punch above their
weight in corporate partnerships. With so many organisations involved, it is likely that a
few will have strong agency connections, increasing the likelihood of being prioritised by
the agency for potential client matchmaking.

Networks distribute risk
A network built around a cause offers individual organisations the opportunity to innovate
in ways they can’t within their own organisation as the network offers a safe space to
experiment without a direct impact or risk to their often carefully protected brand. A
network also reduces the risk for the corporate partner who can find increased flexibility
and innovation within a cause network.

Flexibility of networks
A network can be flexed to set up different elements of the partnership - i.e. collectively
create activities for the app and individually devise bespoke retailer competitions.

Networks need a linchpin
This project works well because the Wild Network coordinates activities and is a conduit
between different partners. Without this kind of backbone organisation, networks can
become unwieldy and their diversity becomes more of a threat than an opportunity.

Mark Sears, the Chief Wild Officer of The Wild Network explains, “The Wild Network was
borne out of a shared vision amongst the members, all of whom saw this generation
of children spending less and less time outdoors, and rise of obesity and childhood
depression. All of our members believe that we can have a collective impact on this
issue if we channel our resources. The partnership with Persil is a great example
of an opportunity to create change on a scale we would not be able to achieve as
individual organisations. The benefit to the NGO members is that they can not only
extend their impact but they also they view the Wild Network as a place they can afford
to innovate without a direct threat to their brand. It opens up the NGO community
to experimentation and collaboration with partners like Persil on the Wild Explorers
project. We think the key to systemic change is a long-term commitment - out of 1000
experiments, we hope and believe that at least 10 will work. This is one of them!”
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AGENCY
MEDIA PLATFORM MODEL
Powerful media platforms can be vital partners in unusual
ways. While there is nothing new about using media partners
to promote causes, new creative partnerships are emerging in
this space. In 2014, Elle magazine approached three leading
agencies to tackle the brief of ‘rebranding feminism’. They were
each given a one page print ad and a feminism ‘partner’ with
whom they would collaborate. One of the resulting campaigns
took on a life of its own and contributed to legislative change.
This approach of partnering with a high profile media platform and setting a
challenge as a provocation to the advertising industry has potential for the right
projects. It can generate engaging creative work and bring new audiences and
momentum to issues. It also enables agencies to flex their creative muscle
alongside their industry peers, raise their public profile and generate buzz around
their brand.

GOOD IF YOU…

Are tackling
global, national
or citywide
issues

Have capacity
to drive the
process, initiate
the partnerships
etc. (upfront
heavy lifting)

Already have
relationships with
media partners/
platforms

Don’t need
to have tight
control over the
nature of the
creative output

ADVANTAGES

Taps into the industry’s
psyche by sparking
competition between
similar agencies,
which can be a great
motivator
Platform gives
immediate and
guaranteed publicity

Will give you access to
multiple agencies

Uses platform’s existing audience insight to
inform work

DISADVANTAGES

Dependent on a strong,
aspirational media partner

Creatively limited by
constraints of medium
(can be positive or
negative)
Can be an end unto itself,
need to work to create
momentum after the
competition
Still need budget to
produce work beyond
the published concept

The cause-partner could
end up taking a back seat
to the media platform,
both in terms of exposure
and input. Needs careful
management
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MEDIA PLATFORM MODEL

CASE STUDY

MAKE THEM PAY
MOTHER & ELLE
Key information
Lead organisation: Elle (client), Mother
(agency)
Start date: 2014
Budget: Pro bono

Objectives
The people that ‘Elle’ readers admired all distanced themselves from feminism. The
word had become unpalatable. The challenge was to:
•

‘Rebrand’ a polarising ideology. Make feminism relevant to a generation of twentysomething women (Elle readers)

•

Tackle common misconceptions about feminism and make it relevant.
Overcome the caricature of ‘The Feminist’ that was preventing young women from
self-identifying as feminists

•

Make feminism relevant to ‘my world’, not overseas or a thing of the distant past

Interview: Katie Mackay, Head of
Strategy at Mother
Links to work: http://www.dandad.
org/awards/professional/2014/whitepencil/23960/make-them-pay/

Overview
Elle magazine approached three leading agencies - Mother, W&K and Brave - to tackle
the brief of ‘rebranding feminism’ for the Elle readership. They were each given a one
page print ad and a feminism ‘partner’ with whom they would collaborate. Mother’s
campaign turned a damning fact about equal pay into a rallying provocation - and in so
doing, contributed to legislative change in the UK.

Target audience
Original:

End execution:

•

•

Twenty-something female Elle
readers

•

Their male colleagues

•

Business and political leaders

Twenty-something female Elle
readers

Activation
•

One page print advert in Elle: “Ask him how much he’s paid”

•

Online tool - find out how much your pay gap is

•

Social - The hashtag #paygap to share findings

Process
Elle challenged three agencies to deliver their answers to ‘rebranding feminism’ in the
form of a one page print ad, in partnership, with an assigned expert organisation. The
campaigns were developed over the span of three months and were then showcased
in parallel in the ‘Feminism Issue’ of Elle.
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Elle gave agency Mother the brief in a strategy session and partnered them with The
Feminist Times. Mother responded by treating feminism like a brand and engaging
their behaviour change expertise to develop the campaign.

Insights
Media platforms make good partners

Mother thought laterally and undertook a research (planning) process, responding
with with an idea which engaged men and women based on the insight: “Over 40
years after the Equal Pay Act was introduced, British women still earn over 17% less
than their male colleagues. And this gap isn’t expected to close until 2057.” 14

Working in this way with media platforms goes with the grain of industry incentives.
As Katie Mackay said, “Forget normal competitions. No need for a winner. Just find an
aspirational public platform/media partner to publish the competing agencies’ output
– that is motivation enough.” And, “give them a competitive environment with their
agency ‘peers’. It can spark passion and be perceived as an opportunity to exercise
creative muscle.”

This challenged the brief, as it was not a traditional ‘rebrand’ but, “rather than asking
young women to identify as feminists, we now provoked them to ask a question and
in so doing, realise they were a feminist already.”

Look for the true potential in the brief

Katie Mackay of Mother described the working relationship between herself and the
magazine: “We worked really closely with Elle. They know their readership so well,
so when we bounced ideas off of them, they could quickly give us a steer if we were
hitting the mark with their audience. We cracked the Make them Pay campaign only
after a lot of dead ends.”
Mackay is also positive about the model of pitting three competitive agencies against
each other to tackle a compelling social/cultural brief in the public domain. She
felt that “[not] suggesting a ‘winner’ but showcasing work next to competitors on
an aspirational media platform was an ideal way to motivate pro bono work to be
created with passion.”

This is an excellent example of an agency challenging a brief to harness the power of
communications to make a real difference. Not only did Mother widen the scope and
audience of the campaign, by moving it on from a simple ‘rebrand’, but they achieved a
significant impact for the cause.

Just do one thing well
Single execution campaigns can create momentum via their simplicity. It can take just
one well crafted message.
“The success of this campaign is in its simplicity. ONE PRESS AD did all this. Never does
a commercial campaign use ONE EXECUTION. Simple and straight to the point. When
you really crack an idea, there is no need for many executions. Especially when you
have a limited budget, just do one thing well.”

Was it a success?
•

135m social media impressions.

•

Won D&AD White Pencil

•

Campaign endorsed by Equalities Minister Jo Swinson, Deputy PM Nick Clegg, PM
David Cameron

•

Closing the pay gap became part of British Prime Minister David Cameron’s agenda

•

In December 2014, a Bill to enforce Section 78 of the Equal Pay Act was passed
ensuring that companies with more than 250 employees would be forced to
publish details of any gender pay gaps. In March 2015, the impact of this Bill was
further reinforced by the acceptance of an amendment to the Small Business Bill in
the House of Lords, introducing pay transparency for all large employers

14. Make them Pay: a campaign to ‘rebrand’ feminism,’ APG Awards 2015 Entry by Mother, campaign by Mother & Elle Magazine.
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AGENCY
THE BEYOND COMMUNICATIONS MODEL
In this model, a brand partners with an agency to produce
work that goes beyond communications to have a direct social
or environmental impact via product design, service design or
digital tools.
This is an area with much potential as agencies are increasingly looking at how they
can have a greater impact and work with clients in innovative ways. This is not new,
back in the mid-1960s, when Rank Hovis McDougal asked advertising agency JWT
how they might make more money from flour, JWT actually invented the Mr Kipling
brand. However, in the intervening years agencies have fallen down the strategic food
chain and until recently would have been unlikely to have this degree of influence
over the products and services of a client. This is changing and cause-related projects
can be a valuable opportunity for agencies to demonstrate innovation to their
commercial clients. In the words of Philippa Field, Account Director at AMVBBDO,
“We like to make things; tangible end products. Doing this with pro-bono clients
proves to other clients we can do it.”
In addition to the featured Nestle case study, other examples of this work include
DigitasLBI’s partnership with Astrazeneca, the Digital Innovation Group, which
provides digital health solutions, like Day by Day (a digital health coaching app
for patients who have recently suffered a heart attack) and LVNG With (building
community for patients living with lung cancer).

GOOD IF YOU…

Want to change
behaviour
Have an largescale issue
that needs
many different
interventions to
stimulate change

Have a big
enough budget to
experiment with
different kinds of
interventions

ADVANTAGES

DISADVANTAGES

Agencies will be
excited about the
project as it gives the
opportunity for them
to innovate

You may need to be
flexible in the type of
intervention made by the
agency

Work could directly
help achieve your
desired impact

Can be hard to measure
the impact

If clients are also
involved, they
can scale impact,
bringing in influential
stakeholders and
mobilising new
partnerships

Scaling up the work
will require institutional
contacts which may not
be possessed by either
the cause or corporate
partner

Or take Leo Burnett’s work in Argentina with Samsung to tackle road safety. ‘The
Safety Truck’ is equipped with a wireless camera, which captures footage of the road
ahead and then wirelessly feeds it to four exterior Samsung screens on the truck’s
rear wall, so the driver behind can see what’s coming up and only overtake when it’s
safe to do so.
A note of caution about this kind of work - it is important to be aware that sometimes
these ‘prototypes’ of products or services can be about PR rather than about
producing impact at scale. Goodvertising author Thomas Kolster highlights this
tension, asking whether some of these projects are “Stuck in a never-ending beta-test
phase or just another marketing gimmick.” Bear this in mind if you choose this route.
Finally, to repeat ourselves, as with any relationship with a brand, you need to be
happy with their values and confident that their commitment to the cause is genuine.
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MEDIA PLATFORM MODEL

CASE STUDY

UNITED FOR
HEALTHIER KIDS
NESTLÉ &
OGILVY PARIS

•

(Global) Nestlé to be a leader in the solutions to childhood obesity and malnutrition

•

(Campaign) To generate creative interventions that would decrease childhood obesity
in Mexico

Activation

Key information
Lead organisation: Nestlé (client),
Ogilvy Paris (agency)
Start date: 2013
End Date: ongoing

Ogilvy Mather Paris; Pete Dyson, Senior
Choice Architect, Ogilvy Change

Budget: Between £2-4 million
Interviews: Benoit De Florian, Head
of Integrated, Ogilvy Mather WW;
Pauline Desforges, Head of Planning,

https://uxns.com.mx/

•

A reality TV show on Televisa that ran for 6 months with 26 episodes

•

United For Healthier Kids website with behavioural information

•

Social campaign on Facebook, Twitter & YouTube

•

PR campaign endorsed by Ministry of Health

•

Products to aid behaviour change

Links to work: http://ogilvyparis.fr/fr_FR/
our-work#project-444
http://www.5-5designstudio.com/fr/
projet/2015-u4hk

Process
To mark its 150th anniversary, Nestlé
decided it wanted to create a project
that would tackle issues of childhood
obesity and malnutrition. To help them
further define the initiative, they called
on Ogilvy Paris, with whom they had a
long-standing relationship.

Overview
As part of a global project by Nestlé
to reduce childhood obesity &
malnutrition, Ogilvy Paris worked on
a project in Mexico that went beyond

Objectives

communications and resulted in a reality
television show and a range of products
designed to help reduce childhood
obesity.

Over 6-10 months, Ogilvy Paris worked
with a taskforce of other branches of
the agency, along with Ogilvy Change
(the London-based behaviour change
arm), Ogilvy PR, and staff from Nestlé
(mostly drawn from the central nutrition
and communications departments,
as well as staff from Nestlé Mexico).
Together, they came up with the United
For Healthier Kids concept, with the aim
of building a global social movement
to help parents change the food and
lifestyle habits of their children.
The three core elements of this work
were: (i) build a movement (ii) use the

strengths of the client to create new
effective approaches that change
behaviour, marrying nutritional science
and behavioural economics (iii) be
creative.
An independent scientific advisory
board came up with six key behaviours
around physical activity and eating
that would have the most impact on
obesity and malnutrition. The team
then mapped out which behaviours
could be most effective in countries
that were particularly affected. The idea
was to work out what major added
value Nestlé could bring in each country
and to collaborate and coordinate with
governments, NGOs, scientists and
other institutional players.
Mexico was chosen both because it is
the country with the worst childhood
obesity in the world, and also because
the government were looking for new
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solutions as they had reached a plateau
in their attempts to tackle it.
To start the work, Ogilvy & Nestlé
hosted a week long workshop in
Mexico. For the first two days Mexican
scientists and researchers came
together to understand the social
dynamics of families and food and
identify the key behaviours to change.
From this, Ogilvy generated a creative
brief and over the following two days a
team of creatives generated responses,
one of which was the idea of a reality
TV show. Soon afterwards the team
successfully pitched the show to media
giant Televisa who commissioned it,
bringing in a leading local producer.
The TV show featured five different
families with overweight children.
Ogilvy Change looked at the possible
behavioural interventions that could
help the children and Ogilvy Paris then

worked with design firm 5.5 to create
products that built on behavioural
insights, that the families could use in
the show. These ranged from storyplates that helped with portion sizes, to
‘fat monster’ paper towels that helped
to reduce the fat content of fried meat,
to a ‘wrestler’ fruit juicer. The hope was
that if the products were successful
they could be used more widely.
The whole program, including the
TV show was accompanied by a PR
campaign launched at the Mexican
Ministry of Health and endorsed by
the Minister in addition to influencers.
The TV show ran every Saturday for 6
months with 26 episodes. There was
a digital platform which accompanied
the show which gave practical tools for
families. Since the show, some of the
products featured in programme have
been produced in partnership with
local retail brands.

Insights
Involve global brands in solving global problems
Global companies can provide financial, strategic, creative and political resources
if they take on global problems. If their motives are genuine, their impact has the
potential to be profound. In this example Nestlé brokered partnerships between
academic institutions, media, government, CSOs and agencies.

Networks are powerful partners
Advertising networks have considerable resources that they can mobilise when given
the strategic and creative opportunity to solve important, complex issues. In this
example Ogilvy Paris marshalled other companies in the network like Ogilvy Change
& different Ogilvy country offices, both to help define the global approach to the
challenge, and to come up with creative solutions.

Innovate
Agencies relish the opportunity to move beyond their normal scope of operations. In
this example they devised a concept for television programme and designed a range
of products.

Measuring change
If you are designing ambitious behaviour change campaigns, find ways to scaffold the
process so it can be measurable. In the case of the Mexico example it was hard to
measure the success of the campaign beyond the comms result. Start with a smallscale pilot to measure success.

Was it a success?
•

The show reached an estimated audience of 5 million parents and carers each
week, with a further 13.5 million views on digital and social media channels (10.3
million via Facebook, 2 million via YouTube and 1.2 million on the channel’s website)
over the 26-week run

•

Although there were significant results within the five families of the TV show, both
in terms of healthier habits and health outcomes, the wider behavioural change
and general health outcomes are harder to measure with the latter involving
longitudinal studies across generations

•

Some of most useful products from the show are being used in other contexts.
The state of Veracruz has distributed 50,000 portion-size story plates for use in
school dining rooms, and the popular monster, fat-absorbing napkins have been
manufactured by a national supermarket chain

•

Different iterations of the initiative have been launched in the Philippines, Brazil,
Panama, the Middle East, Thailand, and Egypt, with more countries to follow
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INDIVIDUALS
THE CREATIVE OPPORTUNITY MODEL
Creating opportunities outside of work, for people in advertising to
use their skills for good, is another way to harness the skills of the
industry. There are different models for doing this from organising
hacks to running competitions. These models are generally
suited to organisations that can be more open about the creative
outcomes: while parameters can be briefed into the process, one
of the beauties of this approach is that it can generate diverse and
sometimes leftfield ideas.
Take the example of James Turner, a former Head of Communications at Greenpeace
International, who founded a collective, Glimpse, to use the power of creativity for good.
In February 2016, Glimpse’s first hack brought together a group of creatives to “imagine a
world where friends and experiences were more valuable than stuff you can buy”. One of
the ideas generated was the concept of replacing all the adverts in a London tube station
with pictures of cats. Glimpse raised £20,000 via kickstarter, and in September 2016
launched #catsnotads at Clapham Underground station. The campaign went viral. At
the time of writing, less than a month after the launch of the campaign, the social media
reach is over 22 million, with an earned media equivalent of the publicity at £42m. This is
a particularly successful example of the power of creative hacks.

GOOD IF YOU…

Are campaigning
on almost
any kind of
issue including
provocative ones

Have the
capacity to
manage process
& produce/
implement work

Don’t need
to have tight
control over the
nature of the
creative output
Want a real
breadth of ideas

ADVANTAGES

DISADVANTAGES

Wide engagement

The process often only
generates topline ideas,
that are not worked
through and will need
development

Greater diversity
of respondents.
Appeals to young
people & freelancers
with creative ideas
in addition to those
working in agencies
Communicates an
open approach

Can engage creatives
more widely which
can have secondary
impacts

Lack of ability/ resource to
implement ideas

Focus on process &
ideation rather than output
& impact

Heavy lifting on the
implementation side

Another way of harnessing the skills of individuals in the industry is via competitions
as exemplified in the featured No Right Brain Left Behind case study, a competition
to engage the creative industries to help combat the loss of creativity in education in
the US. The example is interesting as although it was successful in terms of reach and
industry response, it faltered when it came to implementation. This is a common problem
with many projects that create opportunities for individuals to develop ideas for good.
While they can be cheap to run and often result in good concepts, implementation and
dissemination can be more problematic. Often the ideas submitted will be topline and will
need further development. You will also have to take responsibility for implementing the
ideas.
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THE CREATIVE OPPORTUNITY MODEL

CASE STUDY

NO RIGHT BRAIN
LEFT BEHIND
NRBLB

Objectives
A challenge to the creative industries to combat the loss of creativity in US schools by
suggesting solutions to the issues in education to ‘keep kids creative’. The programme now
focuses on three target areas: entrepreneurship, communications and media literacy.
“We need to nurture the skills that will help future generations solve 21st century problems.
Creativity is the #1 leadership trait of the future.* And nowhere is creativity more important
than in today’s classrooms. But that’s where it’s lacking the most. Teachers can’t prepare
students for the future while working in a 19th century school system. We need to re-instill
the creativity that education has lost.”

Key information
Lead organisation: NRBLB and various
advertising agencies (including Wieden
+ Kennedy, Leo Burnett, Wolff Olins and
BBDO)
Start date: 2011
Budget: Mostly pro bono, $25,000
incubation fund

Interview: Viktor Venson, Founder,
NRBLB
Links to work: http://nrblb.org/
https://www.youtube.com/
watch?v=p35s4aqUrY0 http://www.
slideshare.net/vvenson/intelligence-brief6854198https://uxns.com.mx/

Activation
•
•
•

Social Media Campaign pushing people to Hackathon
7-day Hackathon as part of Social Media Week 2011
Judging & award ceremony

Process
Overview
A creative director wanted to use his skills for good and so challenged the creative
industries to combat the loss of creativity in US schools by ‘keeping kids creative’.
The resulting No Right Brain Left Behind hack resulted in 150 teams devising 300 concepts.
The biggest agencies in the US participated alongside individual creatives. The project was
very successful in terms of industry engagement and generating ideas. However, postcompetition, the founder discovered the challenges of implementing the winning ideas
and moved to a different model, bringing together designers and stakeholders rather than
working with the advertising industry.

Founder Viktor Venson was a creative
director who wanted to use his skills
to do more good. He kickstarted this
project with no budget and gave his
agency naming rights so he could work
on it on company time. He focused
on incentives, putting initial efforts into
getting a high profile judging panel
and developing sharp branding and
communications. The judging panel
was a group of high profile industry
and education ‘superstars’ including
Behance founder Scott Belsky, PSFK’s
Piers Fawkes and Sir Ken Robinson.
“We got a lot of momentum and social
media engagement - it went viral
and took off. We had 10,000 likes on
Facebook in a week. It was about the
timing of the idea. Sir Ken Robinson had

just done his TED talk and then was one
of our judges.”
All this publicity pushed people towards
participating in a seven-day Hackathon,
as part of Social Media Week 2011.
Venson and his team put considerable
effort into creating an initial deck and
intelligence brief. He thought this was
essential to help creatives solve the
problems faster.
A large number of agencies and
individuals responded to the brief
including major players like Wieden +
Kennedy, Leo Burnett and Wolff Olins.
The best ideas were unveiled at TedX
Atlanta and the winning idea, from
Energy BBDO & Proximity Chicago,
received $25,000.
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Whas it a success?
In terms of industry engagement, the
project was a success: in seven days,
150 teams came up with 300 concepts.
However NRBLB quickly discovered that
the real challenge lay in implementation
and that neither they nor the winning
agency had the capacity, skills or
network to realise the ideas in an
educational setting.
In the words of Viktor Venson, “Coming
up with a good idea is just scraping the
surface.”
Venson suggests that the biggest
problem Hackathons face is
implementation. “None of the people
are talking about the infrastructure
pipeline: what happens to ideas once
they are generated?” The NRBLB
challenge was initially designed to
be repeated annually, uniting the
industry to solve one crisis a year
together. However Viktor’s Venson’s
disillusionment with the hack process
meant he abandoned the open-call

Put care into creating the conditions for idea generation
approach and instead now carefully
curates processes that bring together
designers, education practitioners and
institutions. He states that it wasn’t until
they gained a strong education partner
that the project started to yield real
results. “You need to get the right size
and right partner for implementation.
It’s one of the most important things
you can do: unless there is a docking
mechanism on the other side of the
river you can’t dock your ideas. You
need to be able to build and modify.
Education is running on Windows 94,
both figuratively and literally, so we
have to have compatibility to work
across many levels.”

Venson and his team put considerable effort in setting up the initial hackathon, getting
a planner to write the brief and providing background material to help participants get
up to speed. Putting care into the processes you use to generate creative ideas is vital,
down to seemingly small details like food and atmosphere.

Ideas aren’t enough
Open calls usually focus on the competition itself and the generation of excellent
ideas. However, it is the production/implementation of those ideas which actually
produces impact. All too often the post-competition development phase is neglected.
This happened in the first iteration of NRBLB which led to the winning agency never
implementing their idea. Venson went on to develop a model that was more systemic
integrating creativity with education partners who could implement the projects.

Beware of billability
Agency culture very much revolves around billability. Once the prestige of a project has
waned, or it becomes complicated to deliver, it becomes more difficult to ensure that
time and resources can be found to deliver it.

Venson has gone on to take his passion
for creativity and education beyond
the advertising industry, working with
designers, education institutions and
technology companies. He explains that
through this work he’s realised that he’s
more interested in creating solutions
than in creating communications

Insights
Harness people’s passion for good
There is a lot of latent passion amongst industry insiders to use their skills for good.
In this case the project was initiated by a creative director who cared deeply about
education. He then inspired hundreds of others in the industry who also wanted to take
action on this issue. As Venson says, the project was “a clear sign that people in the
industry are not always moved by money, but by the kind of problems they can solve.”

Leverage incentives when planning open calls
NRBLB put their initial efforts into getting a high-profile judging panel of industry and
education ‘superstars’ including Behance founder Scott Belsky, PSFK’s Piers Fawkes, and
Sir Ken Robinson.
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INDIVIDUALS
THE INDIVIDUAL MODEL
Many people working in advertising relish the opportunity to use
their skills for good and would like to do more of it. Sometimes, as
with the featured case study, they will generate passion projects
themselves and reach out to cause-driven organisations to partner.
In other cases, passionate individuals will reach out to causes they care about, find out
about their communication needs and then design projects together, as demonstrated
by Jerry Dugan, Group Creative Director of Ogilvy & Mather in New York. When Dugan
discovered scientist Dr. Jason Box needed funding to continue his work on the impact
of climate change in the Arctic, he rolled up his sleeves. He helped Dr. Box brand his
project, set up a mobile giving platform to support crowdfunding, and created a live
event on Earth Day 2013 in New York’s Union Square. The experiential installation
featured a four-ton ice hashtag #DARKSNOW that was covered in soot, simulating the
damaging effects that man-made pollution, including wild fires, is having on the reflective
surface of Greenland’s ice sheet.

GOOD IF YOU…

ADVANTAGES

Are campaigning
on almost
any kind of
issue including
provocative ones

Likely to be brave,
creative work·

Have existing
industry contacts
who care about
your issue

Personal passion can
drive donations of
time / skill / media

A motivated team will
inspire their industry
peers

DISADVANTAGES

Relying on individuals to
unlock resources
Depends on passionate
individuals and causes
being able to find each
other
Only as good as the
individuals involved and
their capacity to work on
it/ leverage resources

As the massive, soot-covered ice hashtag rapidly melted in the sun, it symbolized the
threat facing Greenland and the connection between ice, climate, fire, and human
interaction fueling climate change. At 5-feet high, #DARKSNOW physically demonstrated
the predicted sea level rise at the very spot where people were standing. The campaign
raised awareness and drove home the significant impact of climate change and sea level
rise. It also spurred people to donate to this relatively unknown area of climate research,
helping Dr. Jason Box realise his next research expedition to Greenland.
So how can you attract passionate industry insiders? In addition to simply doing great,
impactful campaigns, you can seek out people in advertising who care about your cause.
This could be by looking at the winners of the awards listed earlier or through searching
for your cause on advertising industry publications like Campaign, The Drum, Advertising
Age, Adweek, and seeing which people from the industry are speaking out.
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THE INDIVIDUAL MODEL

CASE STUDY

CLIMATE
NAME CHANGE
350 ACTION, BARTON
F. GRAF

Objectives
•

To redefine the conversation around climate change and expose some of the
fallacies surrounding the political conversation on climate change i.e. calling it “a
hoax” or “comical”
“We knew we weren’t going to get the WMO (World Meteorological Organisation)
to change the names of the hurricanes. [But] 350.org wanted to get as many
signatures as possible and a database of passionate people. [We wanted] to get the
message out there to as many people as possible”, explained Dave Canning and
Dan Treichal

•

To stigmatise US politicians who are outspoken against climate change. The team
wanted to make climate change deniers the equivalent of politicians who say
“smoking doesn’t cause cancer.”

Key information
Lead organisations: 350 Action, Barton
F. Graf, Furlined
Start date: 2013
Budget: Unknown. Work was all pro
bono
Interview: Dave Canning and Dan
Treichal, Creative Directors, Barton F.
Graf (at time of campaign)

Links to work: https://www.youtube.
com/watch?v=Dq-pISwzBYs
http://www.advertolog.com/350action-8494455/casestudy/ climate-namechange-19459205/
http://www.dandad.org/awards/
professional/2014/digital- marketing/23372/
climate-name-change/

Target audience
•

US voters who cared about the issue but hadn’t necessarily taken action in the past

•

US senators

Process
Overview
Two creative directors working at Barton
F. Graf were concerned about climate
change and came up with the idea of
petitioning the World Meteorological
Organization (WMO) to change their

naming system of storms to the names of
climate change denying politicians. They
sought out 350 Action and partnered on
what became an award-winning campaign.

Two creative directors, Dave Canning and
Dan Treichal, working at Barton F. Graf in
New York, were concerned about climate
change and wanted to do something.
They came up with the idea of petitioning
the World Meteorological Organization
(WMO) to change their naming system of
storms, so that hurricanes were named
after climate change denying politicians.
They explain, “we really cared about
climate and wanted to use our skills for
good. We had an emotional outcome in
mind. We wanted to make climate change
and its effects hit closer to home.”
After getting buy-in from the agency head,
they briefed a team of planners and found
a ‘client’ to partner with, 350 Action, who
provided political intelligence, subject

background and a big campaigning
network to push the work out into the
world. The relationship between the
agency and the cause-partner was a
positive one.
“350 were a dream to work with, it felt
like we were all working on the same
team. 350 really got the idea, they loved
it, and understood it. Their approach was
different from a lot of other organisations.”
The team went to their regular production
company ‘Furlined’ to find a passionate
director to take on the project. The
campaign was entirely pro bono, with
costs covered by Barton F. Graf and
Furlined. The resulting campaign was then
promoted by 350 Action.
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Activation

Be open

Online (1) Petition asking the WMO to

Social Information about which of

rename storms with the names of US
policy makers who denied climate change;
(2) Website identifying every member of
the US senate who denied climate change,
plus their voting history and Twitter handle.

people’s friends shared names with a
famous storm.

This partnership worked so well because of 350 Action’s openness and willingness
to take risks and run with an external campaign idea. They added their campaigning
firepower and didn’t try to interfere with the creative potency of the campaign.

Media No budget, but creative picked up
by 80 publications.

Independence can support disruption
It can be easier to do more confrontational campaigns with smaller/independent
agencies, who are not concerned about worrying their own or their network’s ‘vested
interest’ clients.

Whas it a success?
•

Hit one million YouTube views in two
days and more than two million over
course of 2013

•

The campaign goal was 25k
signatures in three months, they got
50K in three days, and 81K in a week

•

Made the “High Brow / Brilliant”
section of New York Magazine’s
Approval Matrix, and the Guardian
named it the #1 climate change
campaign. It received accolades from

Esquire & Buzzfeed
•

A campaign reach of over 300
countries

•

With no media spend, ‘climate
change’ received 80 mentions in the
US media, including Huffington Post

•

Although not directly responsible for
policy change, a change in sentiment
was found. The politicians who were
targeted experienced a 10% average
drop in approval rating

Insights
Find the right agencies
“Find the creatives who are passionate about it as a cause. Get people who are really,
really passionate. Have a frank discussion, find out what people really think and explore
the agency’s history,” explain Canning and Treichal.

The power of passionate people.
The drive of enthusiastic individuals can leverage considerable resource: in this case they
got both their own agency and the production company to work on the project for free.
“We went to our boss with the idea and told him about it in five minutes. He loved it and
said we should talk to an account manager, and find a client. He empowered us to make
it a reality.”
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MAPPING CAUSE RELATED INNOVATION: A SUMMARY
SCALE
INDUSTRY

MODEL

GOOD IF YOU...

Engage the
industry
Example: Hopenhagen
(Ogilvy Earth/
IAA/ UN)

Are a large
international
organisation

Have the capacity
to manage the
process centrally

NETWORK

Engage a
network
Example:
Why? Why not?
(WPP/ Climate
Reality Project)

Partner with
a brand
Example: Man
on the Moon
(John Lewis/
Adam&eve
DDB)

AGENCY

Form a network
& partner with a
brand
Example: Wild
explorers
(The Wild
Network/
Persil UK/ Livity

Are campaigning
on a global issue

Are open to a
range of creative
expressions

Are working on a
global issue
Want a global campaign
that’s built from perspectives
all over the world

Have capacity to
manage a large
project

AGENCY

ADVANTAGES

Have a
high profile
champion
who can
convene
senior
network
executives

Have a high profile
champion who can
broker relationships with
network executives.
Have access to network
leader as champion

Are open to a
range of creative
expressions

Have an existing agency relationship
Have an existing relationship with an
appropriate corporate partner

Have a marketing team
with capacity to take on
the project

Are open to a
range of creative
expressions

Have an individual or organisation
to steward the network. Have a
number of agency relationships
within the network

Opens up access to huge creative,
strategic and media firepower

Hard to pull off and unrealistic for most
organisations

Educates the industry about the issues,
which can have considerable secondary
impacts

Collaboration of competing agencies from
different networks goes against grain of
industry incentives/motivation/culture

Opens up access to huge creative,
strategic and media firepower

Need a senior network champion to drive
the work and ensure success

Agencies in the same network will
likely have more experience of working
together

Hard to set up/pull off. Need high-level
connections

The responsibility for managing multiple
agencies lies with network contact

Your cause gets a corporate
communications budget behind it
Exponentially amplify message and the
profile of the cause partner
Can offer a better return on your
investment - for every pound spent on
media money, a partnership will offer
increased impact

Amplify sector’s message to levels
otherwise unachieveable individually. Ability
to leverage brand values and identity to
create more interest in the cause

Have an existing network
of organisations all rallying
around one cause

Are open
to a range
of creative
expressions

DISADVANTAGES

Offers corporate partner flexibility in how
they roll out the partnership - i.e. using
different organisations within the network

Can be harder to use this model for
provocative issues as most corporates will be
cautious about exposing their brand/audience
to controversy
The cause partner can feel on the backfoot,
encouraged to accept creative campaign ideas
that don’t feel like a 100% fit because the brand
is funding the work

This model requires an existing network of
cause-related organisations
Each individual organisation may be encouraged
to accept creative campaign ideas that don’t
feel like a 100% fit for them because the brand
is funding the work of the network, not of
the individual organisations. Requires a lot of
consensus-building within the network to arrive at
joint decisions with the partner and the agency
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SCALE
AGENCY`

MODEL
Media platform
model
Example: Make
them pay
(Mother/ Elle)

GOOD IF YOU...
Are tackling
global, national
or citywide
issues

Have capacity to drive
the process, initiate the
partnerships (upfront
heavy lifting)

AGENCY

Creating
opportunities for
individuals
Example: No
Right Brain Left
Behind
NRBLB

INDIVIDUALS

Don’t need to have
tight control over the
nature of the creative
output

Beyond
communications
Example: United for
Healthier Kids
(Nestlé &
Ogilvy Paris)

INDIVIDUALS

Already have
relationships with
media partners/
platforms

Engaging
individuals
Example: Climate
Name Change
(350 Action,
Barton
F. Graf)

ADVANTAGES

DISADVANTAGES

Taps into the industry’s psyche by
sparking competition between similar
agencies, which can be a great motivator

Dependent on a strong, aspirational media
partner.

Platform gives immediate and guaranteed
publicity
Will give you access to multiple agencies

Agencies will be excited about the project
as it gives the opportunity for them to
innovate
You want to change
behaviour
The scale of your
issue is huge needing many
different interventions
to stimulate change

You have a big
enough budget to
experiment with
different kinds of
interventions

Have an existing agency relationship
Have an existing relationship with an
appropriate corporate partner

Have the capacity to
manage process &
produce/ implement
work

Work could directly help achieve your
desired impact

Still need budget to produce work beyond
the published concept
The cause-partner could end up taking a
back seat to the media platform, both in
terms of exposure and input

You may need to be flexible in the type of
intervention made by the agency
Scaling up the work will require institutional
contacts which may not be possessed by
either the cause or corporate partner

If clients are also involved, they can scale
impact, bringing in influential stakeholders
and mobilising new partnerships

Wide engagement of creatives
Can raise awareness of issue in industry
more widely which can have secondary
impacts

The process often only generates topline
ideas that are not worked through and will
need development
Heavy lifting on the implementation side

Don’t need to have
tight control over the
nature of the creative
output. Want a real
breadth of ideas

Are campaigning on almost any kind of
issue including provocative ones

Have existing industry contacts who care
about your issue

Likely to be brave, creative work· A
motivated team who will inspire their
industry peers
Personal passion can drive donations of
time/skill/media

Depends on passionate individuals and
causes being able to find each other
Only as good as the individuals involved and
their capacity to work on the campaign/
leverage resources
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3.NAVIGATING NEW
PARTNERSHIPS
Some clear insights have emerged during our research
that we hope will help you on your journey to create
impact with the advertising industry.
Partnerships
A key theme running through many of the
models is the power of building partnerships
with organisations for whom your issue
resonates.

Agencies are well positioned to
broker partnerships between causes
and corporates
It was creative agency Adam&EveDDB and
media agency Manning Gottlieb OMD who
brought together Age UK & John Lewis
for a Christmas partnership. Age UK had
needed to raise awareness of its campaign
about loneliness among older people and
John Lewis wanted its Christmas 2015
campaign to encourage people to do good
in some way. The resulting Man on the
Moon campaign dramatically increased
Age UK’s campaign impact.
Similarly, when Persil tasked agency Livity
to translate its Dirt is Good campaign
into action, Livity researched the field and
identified The Wild Network as the most
credible partner to help deliver this.
In addition to making the most of the
brokering capacity of agencies, it is also

worth exploring your existing corporate
partnerships, or building new ones, to
leverage the power of their agencies.

Taking a collective approach of
forming a network with other
congruent organisations can amplify
your impact
Mark Sears, the Chief Wild Officer of The
Wild Network explains that The Wild Network
was born because “our members believe that
we can have a collective impact on this issue
if we channel our resources together.”
For Persil UK and Livity, The Wild Network
stood out as a unique partner because it
included national NGOs like the National
Trust and the Woodland Trust, as well as
1800 grassroots organisations, all rallying
around the aim of getting children and
families to spend more time outdoors. As
Maddie Fisk, Assistant Brand Manager of
Persil, explains, “The Wild Network is an
extremely credible, passionate organisation
that offered our brand a breadth of ways to
engage the UK’s families in getting outdoors,
working with its members in a variety of
ways.”

Incentives
Agencies welcome opportunities to raise
their profiles. The industry is particularly
motivated to work on pro bono/low-fee
projects because they would like to use
their skills to create positive change, and
also because this plays into existing industry
incentives of awards, public accolades,
celebrity access and opportunity to create
‘famous’ work amongst their peers and in the
public eye.

Use status
Use high profile personalities to help build
new partnerships. Do you have a figurehead
at the helm of your organisation? Celebrity
ambassadors? Influential allies? Be savvy
with how and when you engage high
profile individuals. You can ask them to
brief creative teams personally, as Al Gore
did with the WPP project. Or have them
judge competitions, as No Right Brain Left
Behind did with Ken Robinson in their hack
challenge and Hopenhagen did with Arianna
Huffington. Or you can use them to mobilise
influential industry players, as the UN did
when Ban Ki-moon launched the Common
Ground Initiative at Cannes 2016 with the
heads of the six major advertising networks.

Leverage competition
Harness the deeply competitive nature of
the advertising industry. Competitions like
the featured No Right Brain Left Behind
example play into a strong industry culture
of awards and competition as key markers

of success. The Elle campaign cleverly
chose three agencies of similar size who had
the right mix of awe and respect for each
other and simply invited them to create a
one page advert next to those of the other
two agencies in their ‘Feminism’ issue.
Although the project was not a competition
as such, it was tremendously motivating
for the participating agencies as they were
spurred on to create better work by the mere
thought of appearing side-by-side with their
competitors.
As Katie Mackay, Head of Strategy at Mother,
who created the Make Them Pay campaign
said, “give them a competitive environment
with their agency ‘peers’. It can spark passion
and be perceived as an opportunity to
exercise creative muscle.”
The Common Ground project wisely goes
with the competitive grain of industry while
also introducing elements of collaboration.
Each of the six biggest holding companies
has taken on the challenge of impacting a
different Sustainable Development Goal and
knows they will need to share their progress
on stage at Cannes Lions Advertising Festival
in 2017. While of course they all want
to make headway with these important
issues, knowing they will be compared with
each other at the most important event
in the industry calendar is also profoundly
motivating. Should they want to collaborate,
one of the topics, ‘Refugees’ & Immigration’,
is open to all.
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People
Find people from the industry who already
have an interest or passion in your topic.
They are out there! Don’t try to convince or
recruit the agnostic, but instead seek out the
converted.

High profile industry insiders who
already care about your issue are
valuable champions
Take time to find these people, whether
through your own networks, researching
industry publications or looking at the
shortlists in the purpose-led awards we listed
in the first section. Let them convert and
inspire their peers.
WPP Group Planning Director Jon Steel is a
passionate advocate for climate change in
the network. He explains, “industry will only
commit properly to pro bono work if there is
a directive from agency leadership.”
In the case of the Climate Name Change
project, a sympathetic agency head was key
to the success. After coming up with the
idea, the two creative directors from Barton
F. Graf describe how they: “went to our boss
with the idea and told him about it in five
minutes. He loved it and empowered us to
make it a reality.”

Seek out passionate partners
There are many people working in
advertising who want to use their skills for
good. The Climate Name Change project is
an example of two creative directors who
cared so much about the issue that they
devised a campaign and went and found a
client to back it. In the Dark Snow project,
a senior creative director at Ogilvy who was
concerned about climate change sought
out a leading climate scientist, Dr. Jason
Box, and worked with him to produce

communications that supported his work in
Greenland.
Another industry insider, Viktor Venson,
wanted to use his creative skills for good
and so challenged the creative industries to
combat the loss of creativity in US schools
by ‘keeping kids creative’. The resulting No
Right Brain Left Behind hack resulted in 150
teams devising 300 concepts. The biggest
agencies in the US participated alongside
individual creatives. He used his passion to
inspire a huge competition with no budget.
There are many others in the industry like
those featured who have a passion to use
their skills for good.

The more unusual kinds of
partnership will require a steward to
steer them through
Ways of working that are different from
the norm will require someone to play
a Chief Wrangler role. In the case of the
Why? Why Not? campaign, WPP Group
Planning Director Jon Steel played a key
role in instigating the project, managing the
different stakeholders and the production of
work. Chief Wild Officer Mark Sears plays an
important coordinating role between Wild
Network partners, the agency and Persil. In
the Cats Not Ads campaign, James Turner
co-ordinated the creatives, the crowdfunding
and the subsequent media campaign. With
the No Right Brain Left Behind project,
founder Viktor Venson coordinated the
judging team, the creative groups and the
connections with educational organisations.
In the Nestlé United for Healthy Kids
example, Ogilvy Paris played an important
convening role, bringing together external
experts as well as other companies that were
part of their network.

Delivery
At the end of the day, a project is only as
successful as its implementation. Good ideas
alone are not enough.

institutional and design partnerships were
the key missing links in enabling ideas to be
implemented.

Plan for how to maintain
momentum throughout

Engage with the industry in a way
that reflects your capacity, budget
and timeframe

Take the example of the Hopenhagen
campaign, where there was an initial burst of
enthusiasm that was not maintained by most
of the participating agencies. This was due to
there being little accountability for agencies
involved. They had benefitted from the initial
press releases announcing their involvement,
but needed an incentive to see it through.

Ensure there are the resources and
capacity to enable great ideas to
have impact
If you are running an open competition
make sure you have the pipeline to bring the
projects to life. All too often competitions
and hack events focus on the generation of
ideas and not on their implementation. The
founder of NRBLB talks compellingly about
how, although he ran a competition that was
seen as a great success, he never repeated
the exercise once he saw how the process
didn’t enable good ideas to be brought to
life, “unless you have a docking mechanism
on the other side of the river you can’t
dock your ideas.” For Viktor Venson, the

Even if most of the work is being done by an
agency, you will still need to have capacity
to manage the process, which involves
knowing what you want (via a tight brief);
sticking to your guns (so the brief doesn’t
change); inviting exciting creative work (via
a great briefing), having an open mind, and
giving timely and appropriate feedback on
the creative work.
If the creative work is done pro bono, it will
still require a production and media budget,
which will either be absorbed by the agency,
production company, by a commercial
partner - or by yourself.
Finally, when it comes to time-frame, as
Freya Williams said, “One cannot successfully
commission a campaign that is good, fast
and cheap. You can only ever achieve two
out of the three factors at any one time... If
you don’t have the luxury of time, you will
not get it fast as well as good and cheap so
you should probably pay.”
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Openness vs control
Many of the examples featured resulted in
good work because the agencies were given
creative freedom. This must be balanced
with your need to ensure the work meets
your communications objective. This is a
tension you will need to continually navigate
while working with agencies.
Age UK demonstrated this openness when
John Lewis & agency Adam&EveDDB
partnered on the Christmas advertisement.
“They were extremely positive about the
partnership and let our agency follow our
creative instincts, as long as their objectives
were met,” explains Martin Beverley from
Adam&EveDDB. This creative freedom
allowed for the agency to build momentum
internally and deliver most effectively for
both John Lewis and Age UK.

Agencies relish being asked to
to provide solutions as well as
communications
The United for Healthy Kids example shows
the power of asking questions and enabling
agencies to find the answer. The resulting
reality TV show in Mexico, and the spin-off
behavioural interventions, came from the
agency’s creative process rather than being
specified by the clients beforehand.
Or take the example of Elle: when the
magazine asked three agencies to produce a
print-spread to redefine feminism, they didn’t
know that one of the pieces would grow into
a campaign, Make Them Pay, which would
contribute to legislative change.

Find safe ways to experiment
If your organisation is used to tightly
controlling its brand and communication
outputs, find low-risk ways to try new
things. The Wild Network is an example
of this, giving their participating member

organisations the freedom to take risks that
they might not be able to take with their
individually carefully-protected brands.

Be open to integrating external
campaign ideas.
Sometimes it can be appropriate to roll
with an outsider idea that reinforces your
communications goals. In the Climate Name
Change project, passionate industry insiders
developed the idea and then took it to 350.
org, “350 were a dream to work with, it
felt like we were all working on the same
team. 350 really got the idea, they loved it,
and understood it.” The two partners then
worked together to ensure the creative work
became part of an effective campaign.

Clarity of intent
Link your communications
objectives to action
Know what you want people to do as a
result of your communications. Know what
your action objectives are and how the
communications will work to help meet
them. As Jon Steel of WPP said of the Why?
Why Not? project: “Let’s be clear: your
campaign will need to elicit action. We’re not
interested in Likes on Facebook, trending on
Twitter or ‘starting a conversation’– unless
those can be shown to lead to people
actually doing something.”

Have a clear idea of your single most
important audience

The Elle Make Them Pay campaign is a
great example of a huge issue (rebranding
feminism) that could have multiple target
audiences, but instead focussed on one
audience, the 20-something professional
woman. This was critical to their creative
success.

climate change i.e. calling it “a hoax”. They
honed this down to a brief of “making
climate change denying politicians the
equivalent of politicians who said “smoking
doesn’t cause cancer.”

In the words of Jon Steel who led the WPP
team on the Climate Reality Project initiative:
“Climate change communications need ONE
very simple, clear target audience. In our
case, it was the 160 leaders sitting in the UN
Climate Change summit in New York.”

Many of the projects we reviewed used one
brilliant piece of content to anchor their
campaign, rather than a portfolio of different
content. While we don’t think this should be
a hard and fast design principle for all work
in this space, we wanted to highlight the
power of a streamlined approach to creative
content.

Have a clear, tight communications
brief
Even if the goal is audacious, the brief has to
be clear, realistic, insightful and achievable.
Most agencies prefer a tighter, rather than
a broader brief. As Katie Mackay of Mother
put it “I love being painted into a corner. The
more constraints the better. Especially when
trying to tackle a mammoth cultural shift.”
She went on to explain, “The success of the
creative brief came down to the ‘provocative
and intelligent framing of the insight.”
The Climate Name Change campaign
originated within an agency. The creative
team who devised the project wanted to
redefine the conversation around climate
change and expose some of the fallacies
surrounding the political conversation on

Streamline creative content

Both Climate Name Change and Make Them
Pay are all examples of campaigns that hinge
on a single execution to great effect. The
act of creating a single execution forces
the thinking to be sharp, the audience to be
honed and the creative hook to be universal.
This also allows for all media and PR to be
unified in their message to maximise their
spend (or donation).
Katie Mackay of Make Them Pay said,
“The success of this campaign is in its
simplicity. ONE press ad did all this. Never
does a commercial campaign use just ONE
EXECUTION. Simple and straight to the
point. When you really crack an idea, there
is no need for many executions. Especially
when you have a limited budget, just do one
thing well.”

Know your audience. As many environmental
issues are global problems, campaigns
often seek to engage a global audience
of ‘everyone.’ The most effective
communications campaigns have a very clear
idea of their single most important audience.
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AFTERWORD
Ban Ki-moon’s presence on stage at the Cannes Advertising
Festival 2016 with the heads of the six largest holding
companies is testament to the fact that the advertising industry
is stepping up to consider sustainability issues more seriously.
The commitments made by network heads to help address the
Sustainable Development Goals, combined with the increasing
number of awards that recognise purpose-led work, and the
growing desire of agency staff to have a positive impact on
society are changing the agency landscape. The time has never
been riper for agencies and causes to work together.
In this rapidly changing field, new forms of partnerships are emerging. It is
a terrain with a lot of opportunities for causes to create mutually beneficial
relationships with agencies to yield powerful communications.
In this report, we have provided a snapshot of some of the different ways
that causes are currently engaging with individuals, agencies and networks.
This is not a definitive list of all possible options, but rather a guide to inspire
you to form new kinds of partnerships. We hope it will help environmental
organisations harness the insight and creative firepower of the advertising
industry, both to tackle the urgent ecological threats we face and accelerate
the transition to a sustainable future.
Now, it’s over to you...
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